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1. Facebook



Facebook Outlines New 'Video Traffic Source Insights'

• When a video is published on Facebook, it 
may reach our Facebook audience via four 
main sources: 

- Followers
- Shares 
- Recommendations
- Paid

• Facebook now launched new video insights, 
called traffic source insights, in creator 
studio's retention insights surface so we can 
see how much watch time our videos are 
generating from each of these sources.

January 2020



Facebook Adds New 'Page Management History' Tab 
in Page Tools 

• Our Page management history shows what 
management actions have been taken, when 
they were taken, and who took them. Only 
people who help manage the brand’s Page 
can see the Page management history.

• We can view the actions taken by Page 
admins including:

- Changed Page Settings
- Added and removed Page admins
- Added, removed or left groups
- Changed Page roles of Page admins

January 2020



Facebook now lets people choose how an advertiser can 
reach them with a Custom Audience from a list

• A number of updates have been 
launched to do just that:

- View audience size in the Ad Library
- Better Ad Library search and 

filtering (e.g., audience size, dates and 
regions reached)

- Control over Custom Audiences 
from a list 

- See fewer political and social issue 
ads on Facebook and Instagram

* Twitter has chosen to block political ads and Google has chosen 
to limit the targeting of political ads

January 2020



Facebook will shutter Audience Network for mobile sites

• As of Apr 11 2020, Audience Network no longer fills any 
ad requests to web and in-stream placements. They will 
save report for six months, providing access to active 
accounts.

• This decision was made based on where it is seen 
growing demand in other formats across mobile apps. 
Also, in response to recent changes by companies like 
Google and Apple to limit audience tracking with third-
party cookies amid growing concerns about privacy and 
brand safety, along with legal restrictions on data-
sharing. Facebook  also remains committed to moving 
their mobile app network into bidding.

February 2020



Facebook Tests New Format for Separate Facebook 
Stories Discovery Page

• Facebook is certain that Stories are the future of 
social sharing. They have continued their 
onward march with Facebook Stories by testing 
out a new format for its separate Stories 
discovery page, which it can be accessed by 
tapping on the 'See All Stories' prompt 
underneath the main Facebook Stories bar.

• It provides a simplified way to add a stream of 
images, which will play out through your Story 
frames. 

February 2020



Facebook Adds New Option to Create 3D Photos 
From Any 2D Image

• Facebook has added a new element to its 3D 
photos option, with its system now able to simulate 
depth in any image, enabling users to convert any 
static picture into a 3D post.

• The 3D Photos feature has relied on the dual-lens 
“portrait mode” capabilities available only in new, 
higher-end smartphones, so it hasn’t been available 
on typical mobile devices, which have only a single, 
rear-facing camera. 

• To bring this new visual format to more people, 
machine learning techniques were used to produce 
3D photos from virtually any standard 2D picture. 

March 2020



Facebook tests loyalty and rewards integration 
• Facebook said it was currently testing a new 

program that lets users view their points and 
rewards from retailers and brands.

• Users can connect their rewards accounts to 
their Facebook accounts and will then be able to 
receive personalized offers via their news feed. 
Sephora was one of the initial test partners for 
the new program.

• It’s another option for brands to engage in a 
more meaningful way with customers. Loyalty 
and rewards are key issues for customers when 
choosing their preferred retailers and brands.

March 2020



Facebook Messenger ditches Discover, demotes chat 
bots 

• Chat bots were central to Facebook  Messenger’s 
strategy three years ago. Now they’re being hidden from 
view in the app along with games and businesses. 
Facebook Messenger removed the Discover tab as it 
focuses on speed and simplicity instead of broad utility.

• The changes are part of a larger Messenger redesign that 
reorients the People tab around Stories as Facebook 
continues to try to dominate the ephemeral social media 
format it copied from Snapchat. The People tab now 
defaults to a full-screen sub-tab of friends’ Stories, and 
requires a tap over to the Active sub tab to see which 
friends are online now.

March 2020



Facebook Launches 'Mood' Mode for Facebook Stories

• The latest creation mode for Facebook 
Stories has a description for each mood. For 
instance, a slate of GIFs to aptly describe 
each mood which can vary from ‘Stoked’, 
‘No Chill’, ‘Love’, ‘LOL’, ‘Cool’, ‘Bored’, or 
also the presently trending moods.

March 2020



Facebook Makes Desktop Refresh Available to All Users 

• Facebook rolled out its sweeping 
desktop redesign that offers dark 
mode, tabbed home screen and a 
cleaner profile. 

• Facebook tells that the majority of 
people on Facebook will have access to 
the new desktop design, which it was 
announced at last year’s F8 conference. 
Users can opt-in to turn on the 
redesign before it becomes the default 
for everyone later this year.

March 2020



Facebook Adds New Tools for Facebook Live Amid Rising 
Demand and Usage

• Messaging activity in March was 
up 50% across Messenger & 
WhatsApp, while the use of live 
video on Messenger was up 70%. 
Now, automatic closed captions 
are also launched.

• Facebook is also giving people 
various ways to access a stream 
outside of Facebook, including 
logged-out support, which means 
people without a Facebook 
account can still tune into content. 

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook is launching a new tool called Live Producer

• An cleaner dashboard for managing 
Live broadcasts, including new, 
simpler tools for streaming via third-
party capture tools and cameras.

• A new set of comment moderation 
settings to facilitate better 
discussion. A new 'Create a Clip' 
option of the most recent 60’’ of the 
Live broadcast, to promote your 
stream and boost interest. A new 
graphics overlay option (names, 
tickers, full-screen introductions, 
overlays, polls).

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook Adds a New 'Experiments' Element to Ad 
Manager to Help Optimize Ad Performance

• Facebook launched a new approach to 
testing on Facebook. Experiments help 
marketers optimize ad performance and 
give them a deeper understanding of the true 
impact of their ads, allowing them to make 
better business decisions.

• It combines several types of tests, formerly 
called Test and Learn and Split Testing, 
which allow marketers to run test 
campaigns and measure conversion and 
increase brand awareness in one place.

March 2020



Facebook just killed its ‘pseudoscience’ category for ad 
targeting

• Facebook has removed “pseudoscience” 
from the list of categories advertisers can 
use to target people. More than 78 million 
Facebook users were interested in it.

• “We’ve removed this targeting option to 
prevent potential abuse in ads,” a Facebook 
spokesperson confirmed. Facebook had 
added warning labels on 40 million posts 
“related to COVID-19.”

April 2020



Facebook Gaming launches Tournaments

• Facebook Gaming (+210% growth YoY) is 
launching a feature meant to bring people 
together virtually while they can’t be in the 
same place physically. It’s called 
Tournaments, and it does exactly what it 
says on the tin.

• Tournaments will let users create and 
organize virtual tournaments in a variety of 
formats, from double elimination to round-
robin, and it appears to be intended to 
mitigate some of the strain of social 
distancing.

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

fb.gg/tournaments

https://www.facebook.com/gaming/tournaments


Livestreaming games via FB Gaming app (answer to 
Twitch & YouTube Gaming)

• Facebook’s gaming app will largely curate 
and focus on the streaming community, 
although it will also highlight casual games 
that people might play online already, 
including Words with Friends.

• With Facebook Gaming’s continued growth, 
and the current increase in viewership and 
streaming as a whole while people are stuck 
at home during the pandemic, the company 
feels like now is the perfect time to launch 
the app soon in iOS as well. 

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook adds new ‘care’ emoji reactions on its main 
app and in Messenger

• Facebook is launching two new ‘Care’ 
reactions – a seventh reaction on Facebook 
(in addition to the six existing ones), and a 
pulsating heart reaction on Messenger. 

• The new Care reaction (an emoji hugging a 
heart) will be the seventh Reaction to appear 
alongside the other six – Like, Love, Haha, 
Wow, Sad, and Angry. 

• It can be used “to react to posts, comments, 
images, videos, or other content” on both the 
desktop and mobile versions of Facebook.

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook has added a ‘Comments’ sticker for stories

April 2020

It allows one to comment on the person’s story directly on it. This will trigger 
comments and discussions on that particular story that the person has added.



Facebook introduces new Hobbi app

• Facebook is launching a new application called 
Hobbi that is similar in style and use to Pinterest. 
You can collect images of hobbies or interests and 
sort them into boards. Hobbi can be used for projects 
and hobbies, focused mainly on hobbies as cooking, 
arts, crafts, fitness, decoration and the like. 

• You can save individual photos into 
categories/boards and share the results of your work 
with other people in the community. In addition, you 
create a “diary” and monitor your progress. In 
addition to photos, you can create videos in Hobbi
and share them with your connections. 

April 2020



Making Pages and Accounts More Transparent

• Facebook wants to make sure people use their 
services authentically and can understand who is 
behind the posts they’re seeing. This is 
particularly important when it comes to elections, 
so these are extra steps to make Pages and 
accounts with large audiences more transparent.

• A step further is that they will provide the 
location of high-reach Facebook Pages and 
Instagram accounts on every post they share, so 
people have more information to help them gauge 
the reliability and authenticity of the content they 
see in their feeds.

April 2020



Facebook launches Avatars to boost engagement

• Facebook  Avatars, which lets users 
customize a virtual lookalike of themselves 
for use as stickers in chat and comments, is 
now available across Europe. Resembling 
Snapchat Bitmojis, the stickers can be used 
by anyone in chats and comments across the 
News Feed or in Messenger.

• The feature, which Facebook sees as an 
expression tool, is aimed at making 
engagements on the social service fun, 
youthful, visually communicative, and 
“more light-hearted.”

April 2020



Bringing back Facebook LIVE With guest (like Instagram)
• Live With is a built-in co-broadcasting 

feature for Facebook Live that lets you invite 
another person (not Page) into your live 
broadcast and stream to an audience. 

• With this feature, you can bring on a guest 
speaker, interview an expert, or perform 
with a fellow artist, among other use cases.

• Tap the ‘Live’ icon at the top of News Feed 
of your profile or Page. Tap the ‘Live With’ 
icon at the bottom of the screen. Select the 
person you want to invite from the list of 
viewers and tap ‘Add.’

April 2020



Donating and raising money directly in Facebook LIVE

April 2020

• Since 2016, people have 
used FB charitable 
giving products to raise 
millions of dollars to 
support nonprofits. 
Now, these are 
expanded to introduce 
a new way to raise 
money for nonprofits 
through Facebook Live, 
by launching personal 
fundraisers.



Updates on Facebook Events

• Marking Facebook Events as ONLINE 
ONLY (no physical as before) 

• Broadcasting live to attendees 

• Selling event tickets via FB Events directly

April 2020



Facebook is adding the option to charge for access to 
live streams and to listen to audio only when 
connection is bad

• To support creators and small businesses, they add 
the ability for pages to charge for access to events 
with Live videos on Facebook. This is anything 
from online performances to classes to professional 
conferences.

• Spending time with each other should be 
spontaneous, not strained. So to help people feel 
like they’re together, even when they are — or have 
to be — physically apart, these features will make 
video chat and live video easier and more natural.

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Announcing Virtual Dates on Facebook Dating

• Facebook is bolstering its dating service to help 
members find love while under lockdown orders. 

• They will enable "virtual dates" so Facebook 
Dating users can video chat with matches via 
Messenger without having to add one another as 
friends. 

• Since real-world dating is out of the question for 
many because of widespread stay-at-home 
orders, the feature could serve as an engaging 
alternative to back-and-forth messaging in the 
age of COVID-19. 

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Linking your WhatsApp Business account with 
Facebook Business Page

• WhatsApp is one app used most commonly 
around our community. The app has 
brought in a new wave of accessibility and 
communication among smartphone users, 
and being as convenient as it is, it can easily 
be used as a community management 
platform by a brand. 

• Because with the introduction of WhatsApp 
for Business, it has now become easier for 
brands to create their business profile on 
this app to connect with their customers.

April 2020



Facebook expands test for in-stream ads on Live
• Facebook is expanding its test of in-stream ads in 

Facebook Live to more verticals, including “pre-
vetted entertainment, news and sports partners,”.

• The test is designed to help evaluate whether or not 
the ad format is effective before rolling it out more 
broadly.

• When watching Live content from a creator 
included in the test, viewers might see a range of ad 
formats, including:

- A pre-roll ad that runs before the live stream
- An image ad that appears below the live stream
- A mid-roll ad that plays in the main video player 

during the live stream while the broadcast 
continues playing in a shrunken window

April 2020



Facebook rolls out its new tool to transfer photos + 
videos to Google Photos for users in the US and 
Canada

• Facebook is rolling out a new tool today allowing 
users in the US and Canada to transfer their 
photos and videos to Google Photos.

• The Data Transfer Project is a data-sharing 
initiative that launched in 2018 to help people 
easily move their data between various online 
services. The project includes several companies 
collaborating to shape the “future of portability,” 
including tech giants Apple, Facebook, Google, 
Microsoft, and Twitter. 

May 2020



Facebook Is Testing a 'Hit Me Up' Sticker to Prompt 
Message Interaction from Stories

• The new ‘Ηit Me Up' sticker would 
enable Facebook Stories users to 
prompt a quick DM response via the 
sticker, which could help to facilitate 
more intimate engagement, which, as 
noted, would align with the rising 
use of Stories and messaging, 
particularly during the lockdowns.

May 2020



Facebook updated profile cover photo

• Facebook is working on an option to update 
Profile Cover Photo without sharing it to News 
Feed

May 2020



Facebook reportedly working on a smaller, lighter 
version of its standalone Quest VR headset

• Facebook Inc.’s Oculus division is building a new 
version of its Quest standalone virtual reality 
headset. 

• Some models in advanced testing are smaller, 
lighter, and have a faster image refresh rate for 
more realistic content, according to people 
familiar with the matter. These headsets also 
have redesigned controllers, said the people, who 
asked not to be identified discussing 
unannounced products.

May 2020



Facebook adds new features and tools to its #COVID19 
Community Help hub

• Facebook is further expanding its Community Help 
hub to better serve local communities after the 
significant usage by those requesting food, supplies 
and information about local resources, as well as use 
by volunteers and groups willing to lend a hand. Now, 
more features are added to allow people to support 
local businesses, blood banks, nonprofits and more.

• Facebook users will be able to go to Community Help 
at facebook.com/covidsupport in order to buy gift 
cards to local businesses, sign up to donate to local 
nonprofits and fundraisers, sign up to be a donor at 
local blood banks and find local job opportunities.

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook Businesses Nearby 

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Connecting users with local businesses on Facebook 
through Businesses Nearby. Users can learn what’s 
happening with their neighborhood shops, message them 
or order food and buy goods from them through third-
party apps. This will also help businesses see more virtual 
foot traffic as they move online to stay open.



Facebook Roll Out More Features for Small and 
Midsized Businesses

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Keeping Businesses Informed with COVID-19-related 
information, business tools and best practices in the 
Facebook and Instagram apps.

• Helping Businesses Stay Connected With Customers 
through inspiring tools like gift cards, food orders & 
fundraising (eg., workouts on Facebook Live, product 
information in stores’ WhatsApp catalog, restaurants using 
Messenger to reach customers with delivery options). 

• Sharing critical information through a way to tag COVID-
19-related posts from the Business Page composer to keep 
people updated.



Facebook is working on “Economic Relief for Small 
Businesses”

May 2020

• In response to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, the 
federal government and many states have approved an 
economic relief for small businesses thru an SBA loan. 

• Small business owners in San Diego are currently eligible to 
apply for a long-term, low-interest loan due to Coronavirus 
(COVID-19). The SBA’s Economic Injury Disaster Loan 
program provides small businesses with working capital loans 
of up to $2 million that can provide vital economic support to 
small businesses to help overcome the temporary loss of 
revenue they are experiencing.

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook Pay is coming 

• Facebook has redesigned the in-app payment 
settings page and switched to the ‘Facebook 
Pay’ name.

• Also it will let users use Face ID for 
payments in-app.

May 2020



Facebook plans to verify more advertisers 

• Facebook will eventually be able to verify all 
businesses on its platform, with more stringent 
qualification requirements, in order to maintain a 
more secure, accountable ad system. 

• Eventually, Facebook envisions a process where 
businesses will be able to facilitate verification 
requirements via a mix of different qualification 
documents and sources, which is what Facebook's 
now moving towards in its planning.

May 2020



Facebook is working on Job Application Questions

May 2020

• Due to COVID-19 crisis, uncertainty fills the lives of 
job seekers. It also poses a problem for recruiters 
who can't physically meet with the prospective 
employees. Facebook looks to step in to assist 
people and companies in this hour of need.

• It is clear that the social media giant posts the 
questions to help the recruiters hire employees. As 
billions of users use the app, this would make the 
application process simpler for the job-seekers. The 
recruiters would also be able to sort the entries and 
shortlist their choices from the answers to these 
questions. Privacy issue remains a concern, as such 
sensitive information would be available to the 
social networking site.

Covid-19 initiated 



Introducing the new Facebook.com

May 2020

• The new Facebook.com which was announced at 
F8 last year, it will now be the web experience for 
Facebook globally. It’s faster, easier to use and 
gives your eyes a break with Dark Mode.

• Find what you’re looking for faster with new 
streamlined navigation: it’s never been easier to 
find videos, games and Groups, and the home page 
and page transitions load faster. It’s similar to our 
mobile experience. 

• Enjoy lower brightness, alongside contrast and 
vibrancy, with dark mode. It minimizes screen 
glare for use in low light, wherever you are. 



Facebook Support Small Business sticker

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Releasing a “Support Small Business” sticker on 
Instagram and a #SupportSmallBusiness hashtag on the 
Facebook app to let people show their love for small 
businesses. Creators on Facebook can also use a new “in 
support of” tag to promote small businesses to their fans. 

• When people use the Support Small Business sticker on 
Instagram, their story will be added to a shared 
Instagram story.



Facebook Business Inbox in Messenger

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Launching a major upgrade of the Business Inbox in 
Messenger, making it easy for businesses to 
communicate with customers directly in the Messenger 
app. With just a few clicks, businesses can also leverage 
our Chat Plugin to enable seamless chat experiences on 
their websites.



Facebook extends native targeting to Reserve 
advertisers

May 2020

• We might recall Facebook launched its Reserve 
program (previously called Facebook Showcase) for 
advertisers back in 2018, allowing “top tier” video ads 
to be bought in advance on a CPM basis. By adding 
native targeting to Reserve inventory, advertisers will 
be able to run regional campaigns with interest 
targeting even as cities and states have different stay-
at-home measures in place. 

• The expanded targeting options will include 
Facebook's native targeting capabilities, such as 
interest segments and custom audiences, along with 
Nielsen's designated market areas — a key geographic 
measurement for TV advertisers.



Here's what Facebook's new 'Covid-19 Update' feature 
looks like for Pages

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook launches its Bitmoji-like avatars in the US

May 2020

• Like Bitmoji or Apple’s Memoji, avatars offer a way to express 
yourself through a virtual lookalike (or whatever character you 
feel like creating). They can be used “in comments, stories, 
Messenger — and soon text posts with backgrounds. They can 
also be displayed on your Facebook gaming profile.

• You can start making an avatar by heading to the comment 
composer in Facebook or Messenger, tapping the smiley button, 
then the sticker tab. Choose “create your avatar.”



Facebook has added an ‘Avatars’ shortcut in its iOS 
app

May 2020

• Facebook has rolled out an “Avatars” 
shortcut on its iOS app. 

• Avatars were recently launched in the 
Australia, Europe and US. Inspired by 
Snapchat’s Bitmoji, an Avatar is basically 
your digital representation on Facebook, 
one which you can customize in order to 
make it completely resemble yourself. 
Facebook even allows you to adjust the 
hairstyle, outfits, and complexions of your 
Avatar. Moreover, you can use it in chats, 
comments, and Stories for now.



Facebook gives advertisers access to more brand 
safety tools

May 2020

Facebook announced that it will give advertisers more 
control over where their ads appear within publisher 
content: 
• Publisher whitelists for Audience Network, allowing 

advertisers to designate which third-party publisher 
apps to run ads on.

• Content whitelists that allows third-party partners to 
dynamically review/customize suitable videos for in-
stream campaigns.

• New delivery reports with impression data at the 
publisher & content levels to see which individual 
pieces of content their ads were delivered in to better 
evaluate brand safety risks of placements and 
publishers.  

• Live stream exclusions that let advertisers opt-out of 
in-stream ads in live streams from vetted partners. 



Facebook app for iPad iOS updated with Split View 
and Slide Over multitasking support

May 2020

• With Split View on iPad, Facebook users can open it side by 
side with other apps, which is great for when you want to share 
a post with someone through another app without leaving the 
Facebook app.

• There’s also support for Slide Over, which allows you to quickly 
open Facebook over another full-screen application. At least for 
now, it still doesn’t support multiple windows, drag and drop, 
and the seamless mouse implementation on iPad.



Introducing Messenger Rooms
• Messenger Rooms is a tool for starting virtual 

hangouts with up to 50 people and allowing friends 
to drop in on you whenever they like. Guests can join 
a room regardless of whether they have a Facebook 
account. Members can also add link sharing to make 
it easier to invite more people to their room, 
including people who aren't your friends, a member 
of the group or who don't have Facebook or 
Messenger.

• While in a room, you can play with Facebook’s 
augmented reality filters that will help brighten up 
dark rooms or swap out your real-life background 
for a virtual one. Some backgrounds offer 360-
degree views of exotic locales. 

April 2020



Facebook is buying Giphy and integrating it with 
Instagram

May 2020

• Facebook bought the popular GIF-making and sharing website 
Giphy for a reported price of $400 million, with plans to 
integrate the massive GIF library into Instagram and other 
Facebook apps.

• Giphy is one of the largest GIF sites on the internet, offering 
tools for creating, sharing, and remixing GIFs. Facebook has 
already relied on Giphy’s API for sourcing GIFs in its apps for 
years: Instagram, the main Facebook app, Facebook Messenger, 
and WhatsApp all already work with the service. According to 
Facebook, 50% of all of Giphy’s traffic comes from its apps, with 
half of that coming from Instagram alone.



Facebook is testing ability to post to Facebook groups 
with your Oculus username

May 2020

• Facebook is working to help people to build their VR 
communities, so are testing the ability for people to share to 
Facebook Groups under their Oculus username. This will let 
people connect with other Oculus users on Facebook to swap 
stories and share their VR exploits.

• These groups are only visible and available for people who have 
logged in with Facebook on Oculus. So while people can post to 
the groups under their Oculus usernames with only their 
Oculus usernames displayed, all interactions are tied to their 
Facebook accounts.



Facebook is working on a feature called Neighborhoods

May 2020

• Some users say it is intended to take on Nextdoor and Patch. 
Others, just to get location specific data for ads. The feature 
might do great in Midwest and the south where people don’t use 
yelp or Nextdoor as often as FB. 

• Also, there are some micro-targeting capabilities that Nextdoor
provides that Facebook is not capable of doing at this time, such 
as some niche/hyper local targeting. 

• Google had a similar app Neighborly, and decided to 
discontinue it recently.



Facebook enables ‘engagement alerts’ for Groups

May 2020

• Facebook is testing out a new option that would 
enable group admins to set up specific alerts for posts 
that are seeing increased engagement within their 
communities.

• As per Facebook, engagement alerts let admins know 
'when posts or comments in your group are getting a 
big response'.



Facebook launches Shop

May 2020

• Facebook is making a major new push into e-commerce.
Facebook Shops make it easy for businesses to set up a 
single online store for customers to access on both 
Facebook and Instagram. 

• Businesses can choose the products they want to feature 
from their catalog and then customize the look and feel 
of their shop with a cover image and accent colors that 
showcase their brand. This means any seller, no matter 
their size or budget, can bring their business online and 
connect with customers wherever and whenever it’s 
convenient for them. 

• They will use data available across Facebook products 
(including Instagram) to make personalized 
recommendations, ads and other sponsored content.



Facebook Begins Testing Skippable Mid-Roll In-
Stream Video Ads

May 2020

• Facebook began running a small test of skippable 
mid-roll in-stream video ads. Ads in the test 
enable viewers to skip in-stream video ads after 
five seconds. 

• Facebook said that during the first five seconds, 
an inactive skip button and countdown timer will 
appear, and once five seconds have passed, the 
button will turn opaque.



Facebook is making big updates on Workplace, Portal 
and Oculus

May 2020

• Facebook is introducing new video features in 
Workplace to make communication even easier. They’re 
also adding features to Workplace on Portal, and widely 
releasing Oculus for Business to meet early demand for 
VR-powered training and collaboration.

• Platforms and devices like Workplace, Portal and 
Oculus were built for a time when economic opportunity 
might no longer depend on geography, a time when what 
you do could matter more than where you are.



Facebook’s Creator Studio now lets you create and 
manage your Stories content on desktop

May 2020

• You can publish, schedule, draft and edit Instagram 
posts from your computer using Creator Studio.



Facebook Messenger brings back polls... with a few 
improvements

May 2020

• Polls in Messenger are back and here to help 
coordinate activities or share opinions by voting in 
your group chats. 

• The Polls feature is easy to use and lets you skip 
lengthy discussions around the best time for your 
virtual happy hour or which recipe to try by giving 
people the opportunity to weigh in on a specific 
question or topic. 

• Polls have been added to the Messenger Desktop 
app, available for both Mac and Windows users. 



Post Creation Now Available on Creator Studio App

May 2020

• The Creator Studio app is starting to roll out a 
brand-new experience for creators who want to 
manage their content on the go. With this update, 
you can now publish and schedule Facebook 
posts within the same Creator Studio app where 
you check content insights and respond to your 
fans’ messages and comments.

• The new experience gives you:
1. Control
2. Convenience

• More features for video posts: Post videos with 
these options:

1. Video metadata fields
2. Thumbnail selection



Messenger is introducing a new privacy-preserving 
safety feature that will help people avoid potentially 
harmful conversations and scams

May 2020

• Messenger is introducing safety notices that will pop up in 
a chat and provide tips to help people spot suspicious 
activity and take action to block or ignore someone when 
something doesn’t seem right. 

• Messenger is investing in privacy-preserving tools like this 
to keep people safe without accessing message content. 
We developed these safety tips with machine learning that 
looks at behavioral signals like an adult sending a large 
amount of friend or message requests to people under 18. 
This ensures that the new features will be available and 
effective when Messenger is end-to-end encrypted. 



You can launch Facebook's Zoom rival from your 
Instagram inbox

May 2020

• The new feature, which is starting to roll out to 
Instagram now, comes as Facebook has added a 
steady stream of new video-centric features amid a 
surge in usage during the coronavirus pandemic. 
But the arrival of Messenger Rooms on Instagram 
also marks one of the first messaging features 
meant to work across multiple Facebook services, 
and serves as yet another reminder of Facebook’s 
influence over the service. 



Facebook Tests 3D Product Images in Marketplace

May 2020

• While Facebook takes a big leap into eCommerce 
with its new Shop options for both Facebook and 
Instagram, it's also working on a range of more 
advanced AR and AI-based tools to improve the 
online shopping experience.

• First off, Facebook's testing out a new 3D-like option 
which enables Marketplace sellers to provide a full 
view of their items within their listings.



Facebook’s Customer Chat Plugin now lets website 
visitors message businesses without being logged in

May 2020

• The Facebook Chat Plugin allows you to integrate the 
Messenger experience directly into your website. This allows 
customers to interact with your business anytime with the 
same personalized, rich-media experience they get in 
Messenger.

• The Facebook Chat Plugin automatically loads recent chat 
history between the person and your business, meaning 
recent interactions with your business on messenger.com, in 
the Messenger app, or in the Facebook Chat Plugin on your 
website will be visible. This helps create a single experience 
for your customers, and enables you to continue the 
conversation even after they have left your webpage. No 
need to capture their information to follow up, just use the 
same conversation in Messenger.



Facebook Clarifies Guidelines Around Music Usage in 
Video Posts

May 2020

• Facebook’s partnerships with rights holders have brought 
people together around music on its platforms. As part of 
its licensing agreements, there are limitations around the 
amount of recorded music that can be included in Live 
broadcasts or videos:

1. There are no limits on things such as music in Stories, or 
traditional musical performances (e.g. filming a live artist 
or band performing).

2. The greater the number of full-length recorded tracks in 
a video, the more likely it may be limited.

3. Shorter clips of music are recommended.
4. There should always be a visual component to your 

video; recorded audio should not be the primary purpose 
of the video.



Facebook renames Calibra digital wallet to Novi

May 2020

• Facebook introduces Novi — the new name and brand for the 
digital wallet that will help people send and hold Libra 
digital currencies.

• Whether you’re sending money home to support the family 
members who supported you, or you’re receiving money 
from your friends no matter where they are, the Novi wallet 
will make money work better for everyone.

• Novi was inspired by the Latin words “novus” for “new” and 
“via” for “way.” It’s a new way to send money, and Novi’s 
new visual identity and design represent the fluid movement 
of digital currencies. 



Facebook launches CatchUp, an audio-only group 
calling app that shows who's ready to chat now

May 2020

• Facebook’s internal R&D group, NPE Team, has 
today launched a new app called CatchUp that 
makes it easier for friends and family in the U.S. to 
coordinate phone calls or set up group calls with up 
to 8 people.

• While there are a number of group chat apps 
available to users today, what makes CatchUp
unique is that the calls it enables are audio-only, not 
video, and it flags when users are available. In 
addition, CatchUp won’t need a Facebook account to 
use the service — the app works with your phone’s 
contacts list.

• Available only in the US



Facebook is working on viewing and replying to 
Instagram Stories directly from the Facebook app

May 2020

• Facebook may soon let you view Instagram 
Stories within the main Facebook app.

• People used to post the same stories on Facebook 
and Instagram. It just proves again that stories are 
here to stay.



Facebook’s latest TikTok-inspired app is a music-
making platform called Collab

May 2020

• Facebook is announcing an invite-only beta of 
Collab, a new iOS app that brings together 
creators and fans to create, watch, and mix and 
match original videos, starting with music.

• With Collab, Facebook is leveraging technology 
to help people unlock creative superpowers by 
collaborating on original music videos from 
anywhere.

• Collabs are three independent videos that are 
playing in sync. With the app, you can create 
your own arrangement by adding in your own 
recording or by swiping and discovering an 
arrangement to complete your composition. No 
musical experience is required.



Facebook’s Pages app now signposts

May 2020

• Facebook Pages Manager will allow 
publishing and scheduling of posts for your 
Facebook Page and Instagram profile at the 
same time. 



Facebook's AR effects creation platform adds exciting 
new features for Instagram

May 2020

• Introducing creative new ways to add music, objects and 
media to AR experiences

• Creators can now easily build AR effects that respond to 
music. 

• Gallery Picker lets creators publish AR effects to Instagram 
that people can then personalize with their own images, 
enabling green screen-style effects. 

• New templates for 2D and 3D stickers, which help you easily 
create world AR effects using plane tracking to place images 
and objects in a scene.

• Instagram’s Effect Stories are providing creators with better 
visibility into effect adoption and usage, plus how a new 
surface on Instagram is showcasing creator effects related to 
cultural themes.



Facebook will start verifying the identities of accounts 
that keep going viral

May 2020

• Facebook will verify the identity of people who have a pattern of 
inauthentic behavior on Facebook and whose posts start to 
rapidly go viral in the US. 

• If someone chooses not to verify their identity or the ID provided 
does not match the linked Facebook account, the distribution of 
their viral post will remain reduced so fewer people will see it. 

• In addition, if the person posting is a Page admin, they’ll need to 
complete Page Publishing Authorization and will not be able 
to post from their Page until their account is verified through our 
existing Page Publisher Authorization process. IDs will be stored 
securely and won’t be shared on the person’s profile. 



Facebook Investments to Fight Polarization

May 2020

• Here are just some of the initiatives Facebook made over 
the past three years to address factors that can contribute 
to polarization: 

• Recalibrating News Feed
• Building a Robust Integrity Team
• Restricting Recommendations
• Combating Hate Speech 
• Reducing Misinformation and Removing Content That 

Could Cause Physical Harm



Facebook takes on Twitter with Venue, a ‘second 
screen’ companion for live events

May 2020

• Venue is a new iOS and Android app that brings 
passionate fans and expert commentators together 
to experience live events in a new interactive way. 

• Live broadcasts still offer the rare opportunity for 
millions of people to consume content 
simultaneously. Despite drawing large concurrent 
viewership, live broadcasts are still a mostly solo 
viewing experience. 

• Venue’s first sports partner is NASCAR. NASCAR 
has been one of the first sports to return to live 
action in the wake of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic. 



Facebook’s 3D Photos feature now simulates depth for 
any image

June 2020

• In late 2018, Facebook launched 3D Photos, a feature 
that leverages depth data to create images that look flat 
but that can be examined from different angles using 
virtual reality (VR) headsets, through Facebook on the 
web or Facebook’s mobile apps. It initially required a 
depth map file on desktop or dual-camera phones like 
the Galaxy Note10 or iPhone 11, but now, 3D Photos is
compatible with any modern handset with a single 
camera — specifically an iPhone 7 or higher or a 
midrange or better Android device.



Facebook Adds Option to Send Marketing Emails via 
Pages App

June 2020

• Pages first need to confirm their Page email address.

• Once confirmed, Page managers then need to manually add email 
contacts to their database. In this process, Page managers are also 
asked to confirm that any email contacts that they do add have 
given them explicit permission to contact them with promotional 
messages via email.

• Once you agree to Facebook's usage terms, you can then create 
email campaigns via the Pages app, with a preview of your subject 
line and content in the lower section, making it easy to extend into 
email outreach. 



Facebook launches new ‘Manage Activity’ feature

June 2020

• Facebook launched a new feature called Manage Activity that lets 
users delete their old posts. It can be used to delete individual 
posts or in bulk, and Facebook says it will offer filtering options 
to help find posts with specific people in them or in a certain time 
range. The feature will come to Facebook’s mobile apps first.

• According to Facebook, the feature is meant “to make it easy for 
you to curate your presence on Facebook to more accurately 
reflect who you are today.” As an example, it suggests that 
someone might want to delete old content when they’re about to 
start working full time after college or remove posts that remind 
them of an old relationship.



Facebook is testing new comment insights notifications

June 2020

• So comments are important - getting people talking 
about your post can play a key role in maximizing 
reach. And now, Facebook is looking to highlight to 
some Page managers just how important that specific 
engagement can be.

• Facebook is now looking to highlight the exact impact 
that your personal comments on a post can have on 
subsequent reach and engagement.



Facebook News launches to all in US with addition of 
local news and video

June 2020

• The product represents Facebook’s much-debated new 
effort in wooing publishers to its platform with the promise 
of increased distribution.

• In addition to the nationwide launch, Facebook has also 
added local news to its News section.

• The new product uses journalists to program Facebook 
News in addition to algorithms to better personalize story 
selection. Users can react and share articles, but not 
comment. Users are also able to hide articles, topics and 
publishers they don’t want to see, which can become 
problematic in terms of broadening someone’s exposure to 
the “other side.”



Facebook shows Wikipedia snippets in search results

June 2020

• Facebook's looking to add an extra level of insight to certain 
search results, with several users reporting a new 
Knowledge Panel type display for some queries in the main 
app, with an overview ported from Wikipedia. 

• Τhe new panel displays a summary of key information from 
Wikipedia, including biographical info (for people) and a 
link to any official Instagram account, along with a display 
of related entities.

• Knowledge Panel listings can serve various purposes, 
including providing contextual insight, keeping users on 
platform for longer, and - for those that have them - adding 
more authority to your presence.



Facebook is Adding a New Option to Switch Between 
Personal and Business Accounts in Messenger

June 2020

• Facebook is launching a new business inbox in Messenger to 
help businesses respond to customer messages and easily 
toggle between their personal and business accounts in the 
Messenger app. 

• 90% of customers rate an immediate response as important 
or very important when they have a marketing or sales 
question. Customers nowadays have a lot of questions 
about store hours, product availability, delivery and pick-
up options, and more. The new business inbox in Messenger 
will make it easy and convenient for businesses to respond 
quickly.

• Businesses can also choose to receive notifications in the 
Messenger app to remind them to get back to customers in a 
timely manner.



Facebook experiments with adding Face ID to 
Messenger inbox

June 2020

• Facebook is testing a new feature for Messenger 
that allows users to better protect their messages 
from prying eyes. When enabled, users will need 
to authenticate their identity using Face ID, Touch 
ID, or their passcode before they can view their 
inbox, even if their phone is already unlocked. 

• You can also set a designated period of time after 
leaving the app for when you’ll need to re-
authenticate.



Facebook Adds New Options for Parenting Groups

June 2020

• The new parenting group type gives parents new 
ways to discover and engage with their 
communities.

• Starting today, when admins select the parenting 
group type, they will unlock access to three unique 
features customized to the parenting experience. 
With these new features, parents can feel more 
comfortable when speaking to their personal 
journey, easily identify content that’s important to 
them, and seek or share advice with others.

- Anonymous Post
- Badging
- Mentorship



Facebook tests the ability to share collections of 
curated content more publicly

June 2020

• Facebook’s Collections, which allow users to organize 
content found on Facebook — like posts, photos, videos 
and more — are now becoming more broadly shareable. 

• Instead of scrolling through a list of Facebook friends or 
performing a search to handpick users who can see your 
collection, you can now tap the new sharing button 
underneath the collection’s title to share it with broader 
groups of users.

• “Only Me” remains the default, as before, while the 
“Contributors Only” option is the one to use if you still 
want to handpick select Facebook members to access 
your collection. 



Facebook Launches Voting Information Center, and 
New Option to Opt-Out of Political Ads

June 2020

• Facebook is creating a new Voting Information Center 
with authoritative information, including how and when 
to vote, as well as details about voter registration, voting 
by mail and information about early voting. 

• They are also include posts from state election officials 
and verified local election authorities. We'll show this 
center at the top of the Facebook News Feed and on 
Instagram to make sure everyone gets a chance to see it.

• Facebook declares that they have the most advanced 
systems in the world to protect against election 
interference and they remain committed to giving 
everyone a voice



Facebook Expands Fan Subscriptions for Gaming 
Streamers, Adds In-Stream Ad Breaks

June 2020

• Building tools that help creators grow and find success 
on Facebook Gaming is a huge focus for it. They want 
Facebook Gaming to be the place where gaming 
creators can earn the most from the awesome gaming 
content they’re passionate about. 

• To that end, Facebook shared the latest updates to Fan 
Subscriptions and Live Ads for Level Up and partnered 
gaming creators on the platform.



Microsoft is shutting down Mixer and partnering with 
Facebook Gaming

June 2020

• Microsoft is closing its Mixer service on July 22nd and 
plans to move existing partners over to Facebook 
Gaming. 

• Microsoft has struggled to reach the scale needed for 
Mixer to compete with Twitch, YouTube, and even 
Facebook Gaming which has led to this decision.

• Microsoft is partnering with Facebook to transition 
existing Mixer viewers and streamers over to Facebook 
Gaming in the coming weeks. Mixer viewers with 
outstanding Ember balances, channel subscriptions, or 
Mixer Pro subscriptions will receive Xbox gift card 
credit.



Facebook tests Forecast, an app for making 
predictions about world events, like COVID-19

June 2020

• Forecast – a community for crowdsourced predictions 
and collective insights.

• The NPE team from Facebook is announcing an invite-
only beta for Forecast, a community centered around 
crowdsourced predictions. Members of the community 
can pose questions about the future, make predictions, 
and discuss and distill their knowledge into a single 
forecast.

• Forecast is a place to ask questions and use in-app 
points to make predictions about the future. 

• Forecasters can discuss the reasoning behind their 
predictions, visit profiles to see each user’s predictions 
and opinions, and follow each other to get notified of 
new activities. 



Facebook will show users a pop-up warning before 
they share an outdated story

June 2020

• Facebook globally rolled out a notification screen that 
will let people know when news articles they are about 
to share are more than 90 days old. 

• To ensure people have the context they need to make 
informed decisions about what to share on Facebook, 
the notification screen will appear when people click the 
share button on articles older than 90 days, but will 
allow people to continue sharing if they decide an article 
is still relevant.



Facebook alerting users to reconsider their comments

June 2020

• A new screenshot alerting people to reconsider their 
comments before they are posted is now popping up on 
Facebook.

• Facebook has started alerting users to reconsider the 
comment they post. This is probably one of the safest 
things to do to help people stay on the right side of the 
rules. The feature seems new as no one had previously 
reported it until now.

• The information on the alert notice warns or reminds you 
of previously removed comments that violated rules on 
bullying or harassment. Following this warning are three 
options which you can choose from to continue with your 
comment. You will be able to choose “Edit Comment,” 
“Ignore,” or “Delete Comment.” It is a feature that prompts 
to take responsibility.



Facebook rolls out fan subscriptions and Stars to more 
creators

June 2020

• Τhe traditional notion of a creator evolve as comedians, 
artists, fitness instructors, athletes, small businesses and 
sports organizations use video and online events to 
connect with their audience.

• Expanding access to fan support products:
- Fan Subscriptions: People can support their favorite 

creators through a monthly recurring payment
- Stars: Fans can buy and send Stars to creators in the 

comments of a video.

• Monetize more video content: In-stream ads continue to 
evolve on Facebook, enabling more types of videos to 
monetize with ads:

- Ads in Short-form Video
- Ads for Live Video
- New Ad Experiences



Facebook adds new features to Creator Studio

June 2020

• In Creator Studio, Facebook is expanding its video 
insights to include Live and Stars performance, and is 
adding a new Video Details Explorer dashboard, which 
includes Traffic Sources Insights for each video. 

• They have also added hourly metrics for the first 48 
hours after a video is published. 

• And in the Creator Studio app, Facebook recently 
added the ability to publish and schedule Facebook 
posts right from the app.

• To help creators better understand the value of engaging 
in conversations and assess the effectiveness of their 
commenting, we're introducing Comment Insights, 
which show how commenting on posts may lead to 
increased engagement and impressions compared to 
similar posts where a creator did not join the 
conversation. When available, these insights will appear 
as a weekly notification.



2. Instagram



IGTV Monetization Is Coming, Which Could Make It a 
Much More Significant Consideration

• Instagram confirms that it has internally 
prototyped an Instagram Partner Program 
that would let creators earn money by 
showing advertisements along with their 
videos. 

• By giving creators a sustainable and hands-
off way to generate earnings from IGTV, 
they might be inspired to bring more high-
quality content to the destination. 

February 2020



Instagram Launches First Stage of IGTV Monetization, 
With In-Stream Ads Coming to Selected Channels

• Instagram plans to sell advertisements in IGTV, its 
home for longer videos, a bid to compete with 
YouTube for a larger share of the booming market for 
online video.

• Instagram started reaching out to its top video 
creators in March, asking them to partner on ad tests. 
Those in the program will receive a 55% share of all 
advertising in IGTV, the same rate as YouTube, 
according to people familiar with the matter. 

• The company will start testing the ads this May.

March 2020



Instagram Is Testing a New Trimming Tool for 
Instagram Stories Clips 

• Instagram is working on a new video trimming 
feature for Instagram Stories, which would make 
it easier to edit and upload your Stories clips.

• The new option would provide a video slider 
trimming tool built into Stories, which would 
function in the same way as similar video editing 
tools available on other platforms.

• In the creative options along the top of the first 
frame, a new editing icon has been added. Tap on 
that and you’ll be taken through to the second 
frame trimming process.

March 2020



Instagram Is Testing a New Video Response Option for IGTV 

• Instagram is testing a new option for IGTV. 
It seems like a TikTok-style video response 
that would enable IGTV creators to allow 
viewers to respond to their content with 
videos of their own. 

• A “Video Reactions” option into IGTV 
process upload. IGTV hasn’t taken off as yet, 
coming updates like IGTV content 
monetization could provide more incentive 
for creators to post to the platform, making 
it a more relevant option.

March 2020



Saving Instagram LIVE videos to IGTV so you can share 
it as a preview on your feed

• Instagram is testing out it's newest option to 
re-share user's live videos to their IGTV 
content and this option could be a way to 
help users boost their presence and 
maximize their content on Instagram.

• This would enable users to share their 
Instagram live streams directly to IGTV as 
soon as their broadcast has ended allowing 
their viewers access to the video after the 
live stream had ended.

March 2020



Instagram Bans Searches for COVID-19 AR Effects, 
Adds New Information Prompts in Home Feeds

• After adding new information prompts and links to 
official resources in related search queries last week, 
Instagram expanded on its COVID-19 response tools, 
with additional information panels in the main feed and 
a ban on searches for coronavirus related AR masks.

• "To help people get relevant and up-to-date resources, 
we will start showing more information from WHO 
and local health ministries at the top of Instagram’s 
Feed in some countries."

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



• Instagram is testing out the capability to 
add up to four hashtags and a location to 
your Instagram Stories highlights.

• The only reason, of course, that Instagram 
would be looking to add searchable 
elements like hashtags and/or location is 
to enable people to search for them. 

Instagram is working on ability to add location and 
hashtags to Story Highlights

March 2020



Instagram prototypes Snapchat-style disappearing 
text messages

March 2020

• Instagram has prototyped 
an unreleased ephemeral 
text messaging feature that 
clears the chat thread 
whenever you leave it.

• That could make users 
more comfortable with 
having rapid-fire, silly, 
vulnerable, or risque chats, 
thereby driving up the 
reply notifications that 
keep people opening 
Instagram all day long.



Instagram launch ‘Co-Watching’ - a new feature that 
allows you to view Instagram posts together with 
friends over video chat 

• With everybody locked inside, and missing 
out on regular social interaction, Instagram 
added a new feature which aims to help users 
connect via video chat, with the option of also 
scrolling through the Instagram feed while 
still connected via video link.

• 'Co-Watching' feature enables users to search 
through Instagram and share content with the 
group, enabling participatory engagement on 
Instagram content.

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



• Instagram is working on a new 'Links' 
option within its business profile 
settings that would enable brands to 
add a new quick link, via a profile 
button or sticker, to guide visitors to 
purchase gift cards or make donations.

Instagram's Testing a New Option to Promote the Sale 
of Gift Cards via Your Business Profile

March 2020



• Instagram has brought a crucial feature 
to desktop computers and web 
browsers that has up until now been 
limited to the platform's mobile app: 
Direct Messages.

• Users will be able to start one-on-one 
and group chats, read and send to 
messages, share photos, and double-tap 
to react to responses. However, we're 
still unable to video chat via Instagram, 
which we're able to do through DMs on 
the mobile app.

Instagram has brought Direct Messages to your desktop

April 2020



Instagram redesigns IGTV with creators as the focus

April 2020

• Instagram is updating its IGTV app, likely in the 
hopes of getting more people to use the service and 
promote creators making longform videos. 

• The homepage it’s getting completely redesigned to 
feature a creator up top, tailored to each user based 
on who they follow and whose content the app 
thinks might be interesting to them. 

• The app is also getting a Discover tab to surface 
new and relevant IGTV content as well as a hands-
free recording mode.



Instagram Launches 'Thank You Hour' Sticker and Story to 
Share Appreciation During COVID-19 Pandemic

• Instagram has launched a new 'Thank 
You Hour' initiative, which will see 
Stories frames that include the new 
'Thank You Hour' sticker added to a 
collective Story that showcases the 
various things that people are 
appreciative for amid the COVID-19 
pandemic.

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Instagram Turned a User’s Tweet Into a Feature Overnight

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



• Instagram Live has become one of the 
largest platforms for personal streaming, 
but broadcasts were only viewable from the 
mobile app, which can be a drag for longer 
streams. Instagram has now added support 
for watching Live content from the web, so 
the viewing experience will be far more 
comfortable.

• Instead of overlaying comments and emojis, 
the web version of Instagram separates 
them out to the side, with a separated user 
response column to the right side of the 
video feed.

Instagram Live broadcasts can now be watched on the web

April 2020



Instagram is rolling out a “Challenge” Sticker

• Instagram is testing a new 'Challenge' sticker for 
Stories which would enable users to call on their 
connections to participate in visual competitions, 
prompting more engagement.

• The Challenge sticker is dded to the regular 
sticker tray in Stories. When applied, you'd then 
be prompted to tag friends to participate, while as 
you can see down the bottom of the screen, there's 
also an option to 'search challenges' within the 
hashtag field, based on trending content.

April 2020



Instagram launches stickers for businesses during COVID-19 

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Small businesses are an important part of our 
community, and many are facing immense 
challenges during the COVID-19 crisis. 

• Now, it’s easier to discover gift cards, online food 
orders, and fundraisers on Instagram so users 
can support the businesses they love.

• When someone taps the Order Food button on 
profile or the Food Orders sticker, they’ll be 
directed to the partner’s website to order food 
delivery or take-out from the small business.



Instagram is working on “DM Me” Sticker

• With social distancing and self-isolation 
being followed across the world to contain 
the spread of coronavirus, people with no 
prior experience of living alone might find 
it difficult to cope and the situation might 
take a toll on their mental health. 

• As a measure to help people reconnect, 
Instagram is currently working on adding 
a “DM Me” sticker.

April 2020



Instagram is Adding Some New Font Types for Stories

• Here’s a quick but interesting, one –
Instagram is rolling out some new font 
options for Stories, including new 
background effects to make your text stand 
out.

• And while new fonts are a lesser 
consideration in the broader scope of 
options here, they do add something more, 
and can be a great addition to your options.

April 2020



Instagram's Testing a New 'Mirror' Camera Mode for 
Stories

• A new 'Mirror' camera mode splits your 
screen into varying types of reflected views.

• The 'Mirror' camera mode comes with five 
different layout options, each of which 
altering the view through your camera.

• It will be easier than ever for all users to 
create standout, engaging visual content for 
your Stories frames.

May 2020



Instagram Will Now Show Stories and Posts from 
Health Bodies More Prominently in User Feeds

• Instagram has announced that it will 
now surface Stories from official health 
bodies that you follow higher in your 
Stories feed, in order to help increase 
the distribution of key COVID-19 
updates and information.

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Instagram tests a redesigned camera that adapts

May 2020



Instagram will soon let you pin & forward direct messages

• Instagram is working on another new 
feature that will let users Pin comments.

• The feature along with the ability to 
forward direct messages is currently in the 
developmental stage, meaning we’ll have 
to wait a while before these features 
become available for the general public.

May 2020



Instagram’s more new features

May 2020

• Instagram is working on “Videos Over 
60s” filter for video picker, useful for 
IGTV 

• Instagram is working on revamping 
Insights

• Instagram is working on “Add Fundraiser” 
in Edit Profile



Instagram is Testing New Ways to Navigate Through 
Your Stories Feed

May 2020

• Instagram is testing out some new ways to navigate 
through your Stories feed in the app. 

• With the current tests users would be able to scroll 
horizontally through the deck and pick Stories they 
like. Users will be able to side the main Stories frame 
down to reveal the Stories tray at the top of the screen, 
then switch through to each.

• The option in itself would add a different flow to 
Stories, and could make them easier to sift through. 
But more interesting is the potential shift to the next 
phase of the news feed, and social media navigation 
more broadly.



Instagram is Launching New Features to Fight Online 
Bullying

May 2020

• Managing unwanted interactions: 
Instagram has been testing the ability to delete comments in 
bulk, as well as block or restrict multiple accounts that post 
negative comments. 

• Highlighting positive comments:
This feature gives people a way to set the tone for their account 
and engage with their community by pinning a select number of 
comments to the top of their comments thread.

• Choosing who can tag and mention you:
Instagram is rolling out new controls that allow you to manage 
who can tag or mention you on Instagram. You can choose 
whether you want everyone, only people you follow or no one 
to be able to tag or mention you in a comment, caption or Story.



Instagram is working on “Share Professional” sticker

May 2020

• Instagram looks to be testing a new Stories 
sticker option which would enable users to 
share a business profile with their followers, 
including a header and a three-image preview 
that links through to a brand's on-platform 
presence.



Instagram is working on “Mark as Paid Content” for 
IGTV creators

May 2020

• Instagram is working on “Mark as Paid 
Content” for IGTV creators with “Instagram 
internal partnerships”.

• Also, they simply to have “funded content 
deals” with partners for IGTV in this 
prototype



Instagram is working on letting users see the full names 
in messages

May 2020

• This is part of Facebook’s intent to make 
users across platforms to be able to interact 
with each other



Instagram is working on Instagram Shop Stories Link 
Navigation

May 2020

• Instagram Shop is working on a new Explore 
page. It comes with curated collections, so it's 
getting into Pinterest's territory.

• For now it directs users to the Shop Explore UI

• Viewers will be able to swipe up to visit this 
link. You can only add one swipe up link. 



Instagram Launches 'House of Instagram' Brand Advice 
Hub in Australia

May 2020

• Instagram has launched a new 'House of 
Instagram' mini-site, which provides links to a 
range of guides, tips and resources for businesses, 
with a focus on the Australian market. 

• The information hub includes overviews of how 
to build your brand on the platform, how to 
connect with Instagram audiences, as well as case 
studies and wellbeing tools.

• In addition, Instagram has included key event 
highlights and tips, articles relevant to the latest 
platform updates for the region, and again, case 
studies of successful campaigns.

https://business.instagram.com/a/houseofinstagram


Introducing Guides

May 2020

• Guides is a new way to discover recommendations on 
Instagram.

• First Guides are focusing on wellness content. Creators will 
be able to connect with expert organizations to share 
resources during this time, including tips on how to look 
after your well-being, maintaining connection with others 
or managing anxiety or grief. To view a Guide, visit the 
profile of participating creators or organizations like 
@afspnational, @heads_together, @vitaalere, @klicksafe, 
@headspace_aus, @deepikapadukone, @sudahdong and 
@eenfance. Then, tap the middle icon to view their Guides. 
In the coming days, you’ll also be able to access Guides 
within the Explore tab.



You can now create messenger Rooms on Instagram 
and invite up to 50 to join

May 2020

• Instagram added the capacity for users to create Messenger 
Rooms direct from their Instagram Direct inbox.

• Messenger Rooms are, logically, hosted on Messenger, so while 
you can create a room within Instagram, you'll still have to 
switch to Messenger to engage in the video chat. But it does 
provide another way to use Facebook's new multi-participant 
video chat option - though active Rooms won't be displayed in 
Instagram, so you won't be able to use it as a drop-in video chat 
tool, as it's designed on Facebook.



Instagram makes it easier to see when you’re 
broadcasting music you can’t use

May 2020

• More people have turned to Instagram and Facebook Live to 
stay connected with their communities. 

• Instagram shared guidelines and product improvements around 
music in Instagram and Facebook videos and livestreams.

• Updates include making notifications clearer and surfacing 
notifications earlier to live broadcasters. This will give people 
time to adjust their streams and avoid interruptions if we 
detect they may be approaching our limitations. And if your 
video is muted or blocked, we'll make it clear what actions 
you can take to stop the interruption.



Instagram will share revenue with creators for the first 
time through ads in IGTV

May 2020

• Creators are at the heart of Instagram and they want to help them 
turn their passion into a living. Instagram shared new ways 
creators can make money in both Instagram Live and IGTV.

• In June, they’ll start testing a way for fans to buy badges to show 
support during Lives. 

• They are also testing ads in IGTV and sharing profits with 
creators. 

• Creators also able to sell 'badges' viewers can purchase on IG Live
• IG will share 55% cut of revenue with creators
• Ads will be up to 15 secs long + ability to skip ads will be tested
• Instagram shared guidelines and product improvements around 

music in Instagram and Facebook videos and livestreams.



Instagram tests double stories layout

May 2020

• Instagram is currently testing a new, double-story Stories feed 
for some users.

• Instagram has actually been looking at adding more Stories 
bubbles for the last few months. The various options point to the 
next big shift for Instagram - with more people using Stories, at 
some point, Instagram will likely look to switch the main focus of 
the app from the traditional user feed to a Stories feed from the 
get-go. That could mean that, eventually, your Instagram app 
will open on the first frame of the first Story in your tray, then let 
you skip through Stories from there.



Instagram ‘Plans’ sticker for stories spotted

June 2020

• Facebook's plan to integrate its messaging apps has taken 
another small step forward this week, with Instagram 
testing out a new option that would enable you to view 
your Messenger messages in your Instagram Direct 
inbox.

• Instagram is testing out a new option which would 
enable you to 'Get Messenger in Instagram’. The 
function, as noted, is part of Facebook's broader plan to 
enable full cross-messaging functionality between 
Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp, which will mean 
that users will eventually be able to send and receive 
messages to and from any of these services. 



Instagram is working to integrate Messenger in the app

June 2020

• Facebook plans to integrate the social network’s 
messaging services — WhatsApp, Instagram and Facebook 
Messenger.

• The services will continue to operate as stand-alone apps, 
but their underlying technical infrastructure will be 
unified, said four people involved in the effort. That will 
bring together three of the world’s largest messaging 
networks, which between them have more than 2.6 billion 
users, allowing people to communicate across the 
platforms for the first time.



Instagram is testing a new format for its suggested 
follow listings

June 2020

• Instagram is testing a new format for its suggested 
follow listings which would appear within your main 
feed, below newly posted updates.

• "If you’re in the test, this is shown after you see all the 
posts in your Feed. Once you get the “You’re All 
Caught Up” notice and scroll past it, you have the 
option to see suggested posts or go back to older posts 
that you’ve already viewed."



Instagram says publishers DO need explicit permission 
from creators to embed their posts

June 2020

• Βefore you embed someone's Instagram post on 
your website, you may need to ask the poster for a 
separate license to the images in the post. 

• Instagram is exploring the possibility of giving 
users more control over photograph embedding. 
An embedded Instagram post is actually a bit of 
code that instructs the user's browser to fetch the 
contents of a post.



Instagram now suggests account to follow mid-story

June 2020

• It’s similar to Facebook’s new 
feature on Stories  now showing 
‘People you may know’ between 
Stories (like an ad)



Instagram Adds New Features for Pride Month, 
Including Rainbow Hashtags

June 2020

• Instagram introduced a bunch of fun 
features that will allow the 
LGBTQIA+ community to celebrate 
Pride Month in all its glory. They are:

- Rainbow hashtags in feed
- Rainbow stories rings
- Pride Stickers
- Pride-themed AR Effect



Instagram is testing tagging products in the COPY of a 
feed post

June 2020

• As Instagram looks to make eCommerce more of an 
emphasis, it's testing a range of new, in-stream 
shopping tools, including Shops and the expansion of 
shopping tags. 

• Some Instagram profiles now have the ability to add 
product tags in their post captions, which, when 
tapped, take you through to a shoppable product page.

• Instagram has been testing the option with a small 
group of accounts in the US that are currently able to 
use the Checkout function.

• It’s in beta testing with a few ad buyers/influencers
• It’d be interested in seeing if the photo tags or the copy 

tags get more hits.



Instagram Ads Can Now Be Created Without Linking 
to a Facebook Ad Account

June 2020

• The option is only available to brands and 
creators that haven’t already promoted posts.

• Instagram Monday added the ability for 
businesses to run ads on its platform without 
connecting to a Facebook ad account, saying 
that the feature is only available to brands and 
creators in Turkey and the U.S., and it is 
limited to those promoting posts on Instagram 
for the first time, as those who have already 
done so have likely already linked their 
accounts on the two platforms.



Instagram is launching its TikTok-clone ‘Reels’ in 
Germany and France

June 2020

• Instagram is expanding its TikTok competitor known 
as “Reels” to new markets, following its launch last year 
in Brazil. Instagram is rolling out further access to 
Reels in France and Germany, allowing users to record 
short, 15-second video clips set to music or other audio, 
then share them on the platform where they have the 
potential to go viral.

• The Reels feature is similar to TikTok in that it 
presents a set of editing tools that make it easier to film 
creative videos. At launch, for example, Reels offered a 
countdown timer, the ability to adjust the video’s speed 
and other effects.



Instagram is enabling its Shopping features for more 
businesses + creators

June 2020

• New Commerce Eligibility Requirements that expand 
access to Instagram Shopping to more types of businesses, 
including creators, so they can connect with shoppers and 
sell their merchandise on Instagram have been announced.

• With this new policy, businesses must tag products on 
Instagram from a single website that they own and sell 
from, so that people have a consistent and trusted 
shopping experience. They will also update our sign-up 
flow to give clearer guidance to businesses and offer more 
transparency into the types of businesses that we are best 
suited to support, like creators who wish to grow their 
business on Instagram.



3. LinkedIn



• LinkedIn Pages and Elevate (employee 
advocacy platform) have enabled organizations 
to interact at scale and tell their brand stories in 
ways not possible anywhere else.

• This combination will help companies better 
engage their employees, and build stronger 
communities in a safe and trusted 
environment. When an admin posts on their 
Page, 30% of the engagement comes from their 
employees, who are 14X more likely to share 
that content vs. other content types. 

LinkedIn Announces Merger of Elevate Functionality 
With Company Pages

February 2020



• The Featured section allows you to showcase 
samples of your work to people who view your 
LinkedIn profile. This is a great way to provide 
evidence of your skills and experience.

• You can feature your best work samples, such as:
- LinkedIn posts that you’ve created or re-shared
- Articles that you’ve authored and published on 

LinkedIn
- Links to external websites, for example your 

personal blog or portfolio
- Media that you can upload, for example your 

images, documents, presentations, and videos.

LinkedIn Launches New 'Featured' Section on Profiles 
to Highlight Key Achievements and Links

February 2020



• After 11 years as LinkedIn’s CEO, Jeff Weiner 
has decided to take on a new role as 
LinkedIn’s Executive Chairman. Ryan 
Roslansky, currently our Senior Vice 
President of Product, will become CEO of 
LinkedIn effective June 1, 2020.  As CEO of 
LinkedIn, Ryan will report directly to Satya 
Nadella and join Microsoft’s senior leadership 
team, just as Jeff did.

LinkedIn's new CEO (effective on June 1st) 

February 2020



• There are more conversations taking place in 
the LinkedIn feed than ever before, with a 25% 
year-over-year increase in engagement. 

• The sequencing of the Stories format is great 
for sharing key moments from work events, the 
full-screen narrative style makes it easy to 
share tips and tricks that help us work smarter, 
and the way Stories opens up new messaging 
threads makes it easier for someone to say, 
“and by the way… I noticed you know Linda, 
could you introduce me?” 

Testing a new conversational format for LinkedIn: Stories 

February 2020



• Conversation Ads is the evolution in their new 
messaging-based ad format that helps brands interact 
with their prospects in more personal and engaging 
ways. Conversation Ads build on their current 
Message Ads offering (formerly Sponsored InMail), 
and feature a “choose your own path” experience that 
lets brands create full-funnel campaigns with 
multiple customized calls-to-action, like product 
education, webinar sign-ups, and ebook downloads.

- Increase event and webinar registrations 
- Share free trials and product demos 
- Drive more website visits
- Boost asset downloads 
- Increase program enrollments

LinkedIn is launching Conversation Ads 

March 2020



• As businesses prioritize the 
safety of their communities, 
many in-person events and 
gatherings have been 
cancelled and virtual 
alternatives were 
considered.

• Introducing new virtual 
experiences for brands to 
engage with their followers. 

LinkedIn Events Feature is Now Available to All Pages

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



• LinkedIn is developing its own poll option for 
posts, which would give users the capacity to 
query their LinkedIn followers on anything 
and everything. 

• The new poll option would be made available 
within the post composer options. When 
selected, users would be able to add a question, 
then include up to four possible answers to 
choose from. Companies will then be able to 
set the poll duration and post it, as they would 
a regular LinkedIn update.

LinkedIn is working on polls

April 2020



• LinkedIn is experimenting with some new 
link preview presentation formats, which 
could have implications for the visuals that 
are used when posting to the platform. 

• There are a couple of variations in testing 
which uses adaptive coloring in the 
background of the header title pane, based 
on the dominant color in the preview image.

LinkedIn testing a new darker-coloured theme for link 
previews in news feed

April 2020



• LinkedIn, recently revamped its messaging 
back end and is rolling out new features to 
make the chat feature more useful. The 
company’s messaging system originally 
sported an email-style interface. But, with the 
rise of smartphones and the general embrace 
of online chat, it’s evolved into something 
closer to instant messaging.

• Messages are shorter, there are more of them, 
and subject lines have largely become passé.

LinkedIn rolls out new chat features focusing on instant 
messaging

May 2020



LinkedIn Stories is Now Available to Users in Brazil

May 2020

• Sharing Stories is an easy way to share your experiences and insights, 
and to build meaningful relationships with your professional 
community. LinkedIn shares Stories that you post for 24 hours.

• Members can either capture images or 20 second videos from the 
Stories camera in real-time, or they can upload content from their 
mobile device’s gallery.

• You can tap @ Mention to select a member you’d like to mention in 
your Story. 

• For the 24 hours that LinkedIn shares your Story, you can view 
insights for each of your Story’s posts. You can access your account 
data to review and download the rich media that you’ve uploaded to 
your Story in the past.



• LinkedIn is introducing a quick, easy 
and fully-virtual way to solicit feedback 
from your network via a new polls 
feature. 

• Asking your network for feedback—and 
providing it to others in return—is a 
great way to get relevant and informed 
input, while also sparking new 
conversations and discussions with 
your trusted connections. .

LinkedIn is Launching a New Polls Feature Officially

May 2020



• LinkedIn is launching a new “LinkedIn  Virtual 
Events” tool that lets people create and 
broadcast video events via its platform. You can 
choose to live stream to your Page followers or 
Event attendees.

• LinkedIn Virtual Events is a merger of two 
products that LinkedIn launched last year, a live 
video broadcasting tool called LinkedIn Live, 
and its efforts to foster a sideline in offline, in 
person networking with LinkedIn Events. 

LinkedIn adds live video-based events in a focus on 
more virtual engagement

May 2020



LinkedIn adds live video-based events in a focus on 
more virtual engagement

May 2020

• Attract the right professional audiences: Share your event
to your Page followers and send direct invitations to your
first-degree profile connections.

• Drive buzz and engagement for your event: You can build
buzz for your event or live broadcast by posting an update
to your Page or Event feed and by recommending key posts
for attendees to check out.

• Get more mileage out of your events: Once your virtual
event is over, you can keep the conversation going with the
Video tab — a dedicated hub for a Page’s organic video
content that can be accessed by all members of your
community.



LinkedIn is working on Message Reactions

May 2020

• The cross from professional profile to 
social profile is merging.



LinkedIn Rolls Out New Updates for Sales Navigator, 
Including Detailed Link Tracking Insights

May 2020

• The new additions help you easily package and share
content without leaving the Sales Navigator workflow,
while also tracking engagement to gain insights into
what prospects and customers are most interested in.

• With the new Smart Link enhancements, you can
create a Smart Link from within InMail, access your
created Smart Links from messaging on your mobile
device, receive alerts when someone is engaging with
the content you shared and log activity directly back to
your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales or Salesforce
CRMs to track how buyers engaged with content.



LinkedIn is expanding features to support collaboration 
across sales team

May 2020

• Contact Creation for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales: This
new integration with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales gives the
ability to create a contact record in your CRM directly from a
Sales Navigator Lead Page or Lead List so that CRM
information is up to date, accurate and shared across your
sales organization.

• Notes in Sales Navigator: We’ve consolidated Notes and
Comments into Notes shared in Sales Navigator Lists, Lead
Pages and Account Pages to help you find information across
the Sales Navigator platform. This new singular notes view
allows you to decide whether you want to make your notes
“private” or “public,” which allows your colleagues to see your
notes on relevant Account and Leads.



LinkedIn Now Factors 'Dwell Time' Into Content 
Distribution Algorithm

May 2020

• LinkedIn has this week published an overview of its new
'dwell time' metric, which is now being factored into its
feed algorithm, which defines what each user sees on the
platform.

• Dwell time, as it sounds, calculates how long a LinkedIn
user spends looking at an update or link.

• Facebook uses a similar consideration in its infamous
News Feed algorithm, factoring in how much time each
user spends on a piece of content, which then, based on
what they spend time with, infers to the system that the
user is interested in more or less of the same. That then
helps to dictate order of the posts that you see.



Now you can share a message to Messaging on LinkedIn

May 2020



LinkedIn Editorial Is Rebranding as LinkedIn News

May 2020

• LinkedIn is rebranding its editorial team
from LinkedIn Editorial to LinkedIn News
after undergoing a redesign to bring more
visual consistency to the vertical.

• You can see the new color palette for
LinkedIn News leans toward the warmer end
of the spectrum.



LinkedIn is launching video analytics for profiles

May 2020

• Good news for content creators on
LinkedIn

• Video analytics similar to those on
Pages



LinkedIn is now automatically adding alt text to images 
in your posts

May 2020

• Similar to Facebook who added alternative
text last year, LinkedIn added the alternative
text feature but didn’t announce it.

• To add alternative text to LinkedIn images,
you must be using a desktop/laptop
computer.



LinkedIn introduces new retargeting tools

June 2020

• Over the past year, LinkedIn has improved our audience targeting features to
help you better reach the right professionals and bring more impact to your
campaigns, including audience forecasting and interest targeting.

• Now is introducing new capabilities to retarget by actions, as well as updates
to the LinkedIn Audience Network, to help you scale engagement and
consistently interact with the professionals you’re trying to reach.

• Targeting the right professionals has never been more critical, and now
Retargeting by Video and Lead Gen Forms builds on our current offering by
helping you reach those most interested in your brand based on their actions
with your ads, such as video views and Lead Gen Form interactions.

• These new features enable you to:
- Tailor your message to your objective.
- Turn interest into conversions.
- Deepen the relationships with your key accounts.



LinkedIn is working on “Status”

June 2020

• LinkedIn working on adding secondary “Current Status” to
the app. It’s similar to headline but tends to be temporary.

• The line appears to be designed for more short-lived status
updates, allowing LinkedIn users to let other members know
the detail of what they are working on while maintaining an
overall context for their work.

• The 'Current status' field allows for a 75 character summary,
which would then be displayed when people hover over your
profile within the app.



LinkedIn is working on “Support” Reaction

June 2020

• The 'Support' Reaction - represented by hands holding a
heart - would be added to the existing five LinkedIn post
Reactions which the platform launched last August. That
would give users another way to quickly respond to posts,
with, as noted, a specific focus on news stories relates to
COVID-19.



LinkedIn Expands Roll-Out of LinkedIn Stories to Australia

June 2020

• Following on from its initial launches of LinkedIn Stories in
Brazil, the Netherlands and the UAE, LinkedIn users in
Australia can now also access the new, vertically-aligned,
temporary status update option.

• LinkedIn Stories function pretty much the same as they do
on Facebook and Instagram, with a Stories bar along the top
of the main feed, and various stickers and tools available to
decorate your Stories frames.

• When you first access a LinkedIn Story, you're prompted to
check your privacy settings for Stories viewing.



LinkedIn Learning will be integrated into Microsoft Teams

June 2020

• Microsoft is working on a new learning app that will be part
of Microsoft Teams. The new app will bring together
learning content from a variety of sources into a single place.

• Microsoft is looking to expand Teams' already large footprint
further, by adding online learning to its current chat, calling,
collaboration, and other functionality. Microsoft's goal is to
use Teams as a way to host a continuous feedback loop
between work, skills, and learning, officials said.

• Microsoft Learn is Microsoft's site for free, self-paced
educational content for Microsoft products and services,
while LinkedIn Learning is more about courses taught by
industry experts on a variety of technical topics. The content
managed by the new Teams learning app can include
anything from instructor-led training to shorter "micro-
learning" content.



4. Google



Google Adds New 'Collections' Listings Based on Your 
Search History 

• Some changes to Collections in Search were 
introduced to make it easier to jump back into your 
task without digging through your search history. 
Last year, activity cards in Search were created to 
make your search history more useful, and to help 
you pick up where you left off. 

• Using AI, Collections in the Google app and mobile 
web now groups similar pages you've visited from 
Search related to activities like cooking, shopping 
and hobbies. You can choose to save these suggested 
collections so you can come back to them later. 

January 2020



• YouTube has promoted the feature as a way to 
connect with community members and identify a 
channel’s best commenters, it could also be useful 
for identifying trolls. 

• Being able to see the commenter’s history on the 
channel can help creators or moderators make 
more informed decisions about whether future 
comments from the same users should be hidden, 
or if the user is trustworthy enough to earn a spot 
on the “approved users” list, for example.

YouTube launches Profile cards that show a user's 
comment history

January 2020



• All creators will be required to designate their content 
as made for kids or not made for kids in YouTube 
Studio, and data from anyone watching a video 
designated as made for kids will be treated as coming 
from a child, regardless of the age of the user. 

• This means that on videos made for kids, they limit 
data collection and use, and as a result, we need to 
restrict or disable some product features. For example, 
personalized ads on this content will no longer be 
served or features such as comments, live chat, 
notification bell, stories, save to playlist, and others will 
not be supported.

YouTube Implements New Restrictions on Data Collected 
from Videos Aimed at Children

January 2020



Google is Working on Chatbots Which Can Engage 
in a More Genuine, Human Conversation 

• Modern conversational agents (chatbots) tend to 
be highly specialized — they perform well as long 
as users don’t stray too far from their expected 
usage.

• To better handle a wide variety of conversational 
topics, open-domain dialog research explores a 
complementary approach attempting to develop 
a chatbot that is not specialized but can still chat 
about virtually anything a user wants.

February 2020



• A new tab in the YouTube mobile app called Explore is 
tested – with Explore, users not only have access to 
Trending videos, but also to destination pages for some 
popular content categories like Gaming, Music, Fashion 
& Beauty, Learning and more – all from one place. Also, 
more prominent Creator & Artist on the Rise section 
every day and trending which will display the same list 
of trending videos in each country/region to everyone.

• The Trending tab is officially becoming the Explore tab. 
This update rolled out across mobile and tablet devices 
(both Android and iOS). 

YouTube Switches 'Trending' Tab to 'Explore', Which 
Will Highlight More Content Categories

March 2020



YouTube and Google launch new digital resources for 
parents preparing to homeschool their children due to 
coronavirus

• Google and YouTube have launched new resource 
pages to help teachers and families continue to educate 
students while they’re home from school due to the 
novel coronavirus.

• Google’s page, called Teach From Home, offers 
recommendations on how teachers can teach remotely 
using Google products, plus ideas like doing a video call 
with a class using Hangouts or creating an online quiz 
using Google Forms.  A “Teach from Home toolkit,” has 
also resources about how to teach remotely organized 
into a series of slides.

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



• YouTube Music users can now read lyrics while 
listening to a song on the service’s iOS and Android 
apps. 

• To see lyrics, when you’ve got a song open in the app, 
just tap the “i” button on the left side of the screen. The 
lyrics will then show up under the tracking bar for the 
song.

YouTube Music can now show lyrics on its iOS & Android

March 2020



Google Launches New Lens AR Integration With The 
New York Times 

• Readers of the print edition of The New York Times 
Magazine can use Google Lens to unlock more 
information by simply pointing their smartphone 
camera at the pages. Readers can use Lens to access 
videos, animations and in-depth digital content that 
help you go beyond what’s included in print. Readers 
will also be able to access a playlist of all the music on 
the magazine’s list of “25 Songs That Matter Now” using 
Lens.

• And as you're reading the magazine, you'll be able to get 
more information related to the articles that pique your 
curiosity and digitally save or share them by simply 
pointing Lens at the page. March 2020



Google Rolls Out Real-Time Translation in Multiple 
Languages for Google Translate

• Transcribe will be rolling out in the next few days 
with support for any combination of the following 8
languages: English, French, German, Hindi, 
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Thai. 

• Tap on the “Transcribe” icon from the home screen 
and select the source and target languages from the 
language dropdown at the top. You can pause or 
restart transcription by tapping on the mic icon. You 
also can see the original transcript, change the text 
size or choose a dark theme in the settings menu. 

March 2020



Google Podcasts is launching on iOS 

• Google has unveiled a redesigned version of Podcasts. The 
revamped version of the app is centered around discovery, 
broken up into three primary tabs.

• There’s Home, which features the current feeds; Explore, 
which offers up popular and curated shows; and Activity, 
which offers a deeper dive into listening habits. The app is 
finally landing in the iOS App Store.

• Users’ listening habits on the app will be syncable across 
platforms by way of the Google Podcasts for Web.

March 2020



Google My Business tells businesses affected by the 
coronavirus to update listings

For businesses affected by COVID-19, Google My 
Business profile will provide the most accurate 
information and updates to the customers:
- Updated hours of operation, eg., if closing early
- Experiencing delays
- Extra services providing for the community
- Marking as “Temporarily closed”

• The updates will show on the Business Profile on 
Google Search and Maps.

Covid-19 initiated 

March 2020



Video Chapters are coming!

April 2020

• YouTube is testing a new 'Video Chapters' option that 
would display creator-submitted descriptions of 
relevant sections of their videos within the playback 
timeline along the bottom of the video post. 

• It takes the timestamps from description and 
essentially turns them into chapter markers for the 
video. It shows the title of the section and how much 
you've completed.

• The playback timeline is sectioned into variable 
chapter lengths, which, when highlighted, expand the 
specific timeline section and provide a description of 
what that segment is about.



• This revamped now playing screen starts by putting all 
key controls on the same page. Shuffle and repeat are 
no longer hidden in the queue, but rather next to 
rewind/forward at the bottom of the screen. Thumbs 
down/up gets moved next to the track title, while the 
song/video switcher is always visible following the 
cover art shrinking to no longer be full-width.

• Tapping the artwork provides options to download, 
share, and add to playlist, as well as Cast and fullscreen
mode. You can pull up from the bottom panel to see 
your queue, while lyrics are a tap away.

YouTube Music’s new player UI seeing wider rollout on 
Android

April 2020



• YouTube has announced a new update to their Creator 
Studio app that aims to help publishers maximize their 
content.

• Their new addition, called "data cards", will alert 
creators to user responses and provide tips on how 
they can use them to advantage.

• From there, the new alerts feature will provide 
additional advice on why this matters and how to track 
the cause of the spike.

YouTube's Looking to Add More Insight Options for 
Creators, including new charts which represent when 
your audience is online

April 2020



• YouTube is testing a new 'Video Chapters' option that 
would display creator-submitted descriptions of 
relevant sections of their videos within the playback 
timeline along the bottom of the video post.

• The playback timeline is sectioned into variable 
chapter lengths, which, when highlighted, expand the 
specific timeline section and provide a description of 
what that segment is about.

New On YouTube: Video Chapters, Highlighted 
Comments, and more!

April 2020



• YouTube is currently experimenting with adding 
chapters to “a small selection” of videos on 
Android, iOS, and desktop devices. 

• Instead of finding and clicking on hyperlinked 
timestamps and song titles in the video description, 
this new feature incorporates that metadata right 
into the red progress bar built within the video 
player.

YouTube’s new chapters experiment uses metadata on 
the red progress bar to make the experience better

April 2020



• This revamped now playing screen starts by putting all 
key controls on the same page. Shuffle and repeat are 
no longer hidden in the queue, but rather next to 
rewind/forward at the bottom of the screen. Thumbs 
down/up gets moved next to the track title, while the 
song/video switcher is always visible following the 
cover art shrinking to no longer be full-width.

• Tapping the artwork provides options to download, 
share, and add to playlist, as well as Cast and fullscreen
mode. You can pull up from the bottom panel to see 
your queue, while lyrics are a tap away.

YouTube Music’s new player UI seeing wider rollout on 
Android

April 2020



• YouTube has announced a new update to their Creator 
Studio app that aims to help publishers maximize their 
content.

• Their new addition, called "data cards", will alert 
creators to user responses and provide tips on how 
they can use them to advantage - from the YouTube 
Creator Blog

• From there, the new alerts feature will provide 
additional advice on why this matters and how to track 
the cause of the spike.

YouTube's Looking to Add More Insight Options for 
Creators, including new charts which represent when 
your audience is online

April 2020



• ‘Products in this Video’ experiment: to help viewers 
discover products, we’re running a small experiment 
that will show to some viewers which products are 
mentioned in the video with new visual elements 
(overlayed on the video and below the video). For 
example, in a ‘top 10 smartphones in 2020’ video, some 
viewers will see an icon on the video, along with more 
information below, listing the phone models included 
in the video.

YouTube tests ‘Products in this Video’ feature with 
easy shopping links

April 2020



• YouTube is developing a tool for news publishers to sell 
subscriptions to their owned-and-operated digital 
properties through their YouTube channels, according to 
publishers that have been briefed on the matter. YouTube 
has told publishers as recently as April that it plans to begin 
testing the subscription sales tool by the end of this year. A 
YouTube spokesperson declined to comment.

• Publishers receive a share of revenue from the ads sold 
against their YouTube videos — typically 55% goes to the 
publisher — but news publishers, in particular, have a 
harder time attracting ad dollars because advertisers 
remain wary of their ads appearing next to controversial 
topics.

YouTube plans to let news publishers sell off-platform 
subscriptions through their channels

April 2020



• Many changes to YouTube are focused on getting you 
to watch and engage with more content. YouTube for 
Android and iOS now has a new video page that 
elevates, but shrinks comments and introduces large 
video thumbnails.

• Instead of comments requiring you to scroll to the very 
bottom, feedback is now underneath the channel bar 
with subscribe button/notification options. This 
section features a count and the top comment, with a 
tap anywhere showing the full list.

YouTube rolls out new video page with minimized 
comments, large thumbnails on Android, iOS

April 2020



YouTube Accelerates Launch Of Connected TV Ad 
Products

May 2020

• Households are now streaming content on their 
connected TV screens. YouTube now shares new 
advertiser insights and accelerating the launch of a 
number of tools–including Brand Lift measurement on 
the TV screen and more flexible formats for content 
casted onto the TV screen–to help advertisers navigate 
this rapidly changing environment.

• For viewers, this means surveys are now optimized for 
the big screen and interactivity with a TV remote, so 
people can easily respond or skip the 
survey. Also, introducing the popular skippable ad 
format for content that is casted onto the TV screen.



• Google Play Music is going away at the end of the year, 
leaving YouTube Music as Google’s only streaming 
music service. But before that happens, you’ve got the 
chance to transfer over your music library, 
recommendations, purchased songs, and personal 
uploads to YouTube Music with just a few taps. 

• This will ensure that you won’t lose any content when 
Google Play Music is eventually shut down.

YouTube Music can finally import your library and 
uploads from Google Play Music

May 2020



• YouTube's also still rolling out its new default setting which will
hold potentially inappropriate comments for review, while it's
updated video chapter option, which separates the playback bar
into segments based on your manually entered time stamps, is now
also in the process of being rolled out to all users.

YouTube's New Audience Activity Insights Are Now 
Available to All Creators

May 2020



• For years we've been calling 720p as HD (high-definition). But
according to a new change rolled out by YouTube, 720p is no
longer HD.

• If it's 360p or 480p, we straight up call it 'standard definition.'
When it's 720p or above, it's 'high-definition.' We further break
down the 'high-definition' category into Full HD, UHD and so on.

• But, for years, 720p has been HD. In fact, we still have tons of 720p
monitors and displays around us. But it appears as though the folks
over at YouTube completely disagree with the 'HD' moniker right
next to '720p.'

YouTube Stopped Classifying 720p as 'HD,’ only 1080p 
and above

May 2020



YouTube finds Chinese Bilibili competitor hitting 170M 
users in Q1

May 2020

• Bilibili, a Chinese video streaming website that was once regarded
as a haven for youth subculture, has been steadily making its way
into the mainstream as users age up and content diversifies. The
NASDAQ-traded company recorded a 70% year-over-year
growth to reach 172M monthly active users by Q1, placing it in the
same rank as video services operated by Tencent and Baidu’s iQiyi.

• Daily time spent per user soared to a record of 87 minutes, which is
likely linked to the extended stay-at-home order imposed on
students during COVID-19.

• Bilibili’s growth engine is fundamentally different from the two
giants though. While Tencent Video and iQiyi bet on Netflix -
style, professionally produced programs, Bilibili relies on a wide
array of user-generated content in the style of Youtube.



• A new global content solution called YouTube Select was
announced —a reimagination and unification of solutions like
Google Preferred and prime packs. It offers more flexibility to
reach the audiences you can’t find elsewhere in the content and
places they choose to watch—with the confidence that your buy is
brand-safe.

• Viewers say YouTube offers the most extensive video library. To
help you find the right content for your brand, YouTube Select
surfaces a diverse mix of content packages called lineups—each
tailored to globally and locally relevant needs like beauty &
fashion, entertainment, technology, sports and everything in
between.

YouTube is relaunching its premium ad offering as 
'YouTube Select'

May 2020



• Google Maps will feature a new mode called Accessible Places
that, when toggled on, will more prominently show wheelchair
accessibility info.

• Wheelchair accessibility attributes on Google Maps show if a
business’ entrance, restroom, seating, parking, and elevator are
accessible for people in wheelchairs.

• When Accessible Places is switched on, a wheelchair icon will
indicate an accessible entrance and you’ll be able to see if a place
has accessible seating, restrooms or parking. If it’s confirmed that a
place does not have an accessible entrance, we’ll show that
information on Maps as well.

Google will make wheelchair accessibility info more 
prominent in Maps

May 2020



• In an expansion of its screen time management and
digital wellness features, YouTube will let you set a
bedtime reminder to help you avoid disrupting your sleep
routine too much by watching later than you should.

• You can pick start and end times in the settings menu and
decide whether you want your bedtime reminder to pop
up during a video, or wait until it's finished. And if you
change your mind and want to keep watching another
video (or ten), you can dismiss the reminder.

YouTube launch bedtime reminder feature

May 2020



Google tests voice matching to secure Google Assistant 
purchases

May 2020

• A new setting to allow Voice Match to
confirm purchases made through the Google
Assistant has been spotted in the Assistant's
Payments and Security settings pane.

• The new feature is part of an early but
limited pilot that allows you to authorize
purchases in a handful of categories with
just your voice via the Assistant. Piles of
Google's support documents have been
recently updated to reference the feature.



Google Chrome to crack down on battery- and data-
sucking display ads

May 2020

• In order to save users’ batteries and data plans, and
provide them with a good experience on the web,
Chrome will limit the resources a display ad can use
before the user interacts with the ad.

• When an ad reaches its limit, the ad's frame will
navigate to an error page, informing the user that the ad
has used too many resources. Here is an example of an
ad that has been unloaded.



YouTube tests Google search snippets in video results

May 2020

• YouTube for Android is testing bringing Google search results into
video search.

• With this new feature, though, YouTube is adding something else to
search results — related results from the web pulled from Google.
Users can either visit the page YouTube is displaying, or click a link to
conduct a search directly on Google.

• Mixed in alongside other video search results, YouTube shows
Google search results for that same query. Specifically, it shows a
snippet from a Lifehacker article about the same topic.

• There’s no indication that the website result is sponsored, which
means Google is taking it upon itself to do this to assist users.



Gmail’s latest update makes it easier to change the 
look of your inbox

May 2020

• A quick settings menu was added that helps you easily find
and use different layouts, settings, and themes to make
Gmail look and feel right for you.

• When you click on Settings, you’ll now see different
interfaces, inbox types, and display options alongside your
real inbox.

• When an option is selected, the inbox will immediately
update so you can compare choices and see how settings
work in real time.



Google Launches Discovery Ads in All Regions, 
Providing New Ways to Reach Browsing Consumers

May 2020

• Discovery ads is a new way to help people discover and
engage with your brand as they scroll through their
favorite content.

• More consumers are now finding their next favorite brand
or product through a growing variety of touchpoints—in
fact, 86% of online consumers say they're on the lookout
for shopping ideas as they watch videos or explore content
across the web. With Discovery ads, you can rely on
Google's understanding of consumers' intent across our
properties to engage these audiences as they scroll through
their favorite Google feeds—no search query needed.



Google search results will take ‘page experience’ and 
‘Top Stories’ into account next year

May 2020

• Google will change how its algorithms rank websites
in search results. Starting early next year, if a website
has a poor “page experience,” (pop-ups, delays in
content appearing, content jumping around the page,
other annoyances) it may show up lower on search
results.

• AMP will no longer be necessary for stories to be
featured in Top Stories on mobile; it will be open to
any page. Alongside this change, page experience will
become a ranking factor in Top Stories, in addition to
the many factors assessed.



Google Maps makes it easier to share your location 
without an address

May 2020

• To tackle the challenge of sharing location Google
launched Plus Codes in 2015. Plus Codes are simple, easy
to use digital addresses derived from latitude and longitude
coordinates. They can be used to uniquely identify any
location, from a rural home out on a prairie to a small shop
stall on a nameless street.

• Today they’ve made it easier for anyone with an Android
device to share their location using Plus Codes in Google
Maps. People who use Google Maps might be familiar with
the blue dot that represents their current location.



PewDiePie signs exclusive live-streaming deal with 
YouTube, after Valkyrae, CouRage and Typical Gamer

• Felix Kjellberg, the YouTuber better known as 
PewDiePie, has signed an exclusive live-streaming deal 
with YouTube.

• Kjellberg’s acquisition is the latest big name joining 
YouTube for live-streaming; recently, the platform has 
been throwing its weight (and money!) around to grab 
exclusive deals with streaming stars like CouRage, 
Typical Gamer, and Valkyrae.

May 2020



Google launches new AR tool to visualise social distancing 
rules

May 2020

• A new tool from Google that uses augmented reality (AR)
to help you visualise social distancing restrictions.

• Sodar is the name of this new experimental tool, brought to
use by Experiments with Google. The tool uses WebXR to
create a six-foot or two-metre radius ring around you
using your phone screen.

• Once you've done that, you simply need to point your
phone camera downwards, and move it around to find the
ground. The measuring tool should then appear.



Google launches Google Podcasts Manager to give 
podcasters more data about their listeners

May 2020

• Google Podcasts is going to give podcasters a better 
idea of how their episodes perform. The Google 
Podcasts Manager tool will provide more data on 
listeners, potentially helping podcasters sell ads, 
figure out what their audiences want to hear, and 
help them structure their shows more effectively. 

• It’s a feature that podcasters have been pushing to 
access. The information includes metrics around 
how their shows do on the platform, including 
retention data, like where people dropped off in an 
episode, how long they listened, and the total amount 
of time people listened.



Make at-home learning more fun with 3D and AR in 
Search

• Augmented reality (AR) in Search lets you bring 3D 
objects and animals into your space so you can turn 
your living room into a virtual zoo, explore the 
Apollo 11 spacecraft up close, or take a picture with 
Santa. I love seeing how much fun families are having 
with this experience at home. 

• AR in Search can also help you discover and explore 
new concepts.

May 2020



Google brings its Grow with Google classes online

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• The workshops — which focus on business skills, including 
job applications and resume building are normally hosted 
in person by partner organizations. The COVID-19 
pandemic has put in-person classes on pause, however, so 
the company is now offering free Grow with Google classes 
online. Anyone who attends a session can also register for a 
free one-on-one coaching session. 

• Course offerings vary by location. Many of them make 
heavy use of Google’s services, covering topics like creating 
resumes in Google Docs, tracking applications in Google 
Sheets, and finding job openings with Google search.



Google Chrome will finally help you organize your tabs

• Now, with a simple right click, you can group your tabs 
together and label them with a custom name and color. 
Once the tabs are grouped together, you can move and 
reorder them on the tab strip. 

May 2020



Google Translate is working on “Save Transcripts”

May 2020

• The addition of this new AI-powered feature was indeed 
revolutionary, making it easier for a traveler to navigate 
through and communicate with the other people in a 
foreign land. 

• Furthermore, this will work live for speeches, lectures, 
and other spoken word events and from pre-recorded 
audio, too. 

• The idea was implemented, and the update rolled out to 
the Android users in March only. It has been only two 
months since the transcription feature was added. It was 
thought that and was promised by Google that over time, 
they will try to include more languages for this.



Google Adds Donation and Gift Card Purchase Links on 
Business Profiles

• Support links for businesses were introduced to post 
directly to their Business Profiles on Google, starting 
first in the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, 
Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. 

• With this feature, merchants will be able to add a 
donation link, gift card link or both to their profile.

• They can also share a personal message in their post to 
inform customers how funds will be put to use. These 
support links will be visible to consumers.

May 2020



Google Chrome is getting a ton of big safety and security 
updates

• In addition to tab grouping and automatically blocking 
battery-killing ads, the browser is also getting a big set 
of improvements for security, safety, and privacy.

• When the update arrives in Google’s usual “coming 
weeks” timeline, users will see new features that fall 
into a few different buckets: user interface changes, 
more checks to prevent users from visiting malicious 
websites (including a more proactive option that may 
share more data with Google), more secure DNS, and 
third-party cookie blocking in Incognito mode.

May 2020



Google Adds Custom Bidding and Outcome-Based 
Buying Options for Display & Video 360 Campaigns

May 2020

• Now, automated bidding gets more powerful by 
introducing Custom Bidding, a new way to 
incorporate your unique insights about what drives 
your business into your bidding strategies.

• Here’s how it works: first, you identify a key 
performance indicator (KPI), such as revenue or brand 
lift, that you want to optimize. Next, you define the 
proxy signals that help predict success with your KPI.

• Custom Bidding will be available to all Display & 
Video 360 accounts. Support for including Analytics 
360 goals as Custom Bidding signals will launch in the 
next few months.



Google search tests job search refinements box

May 2020

• New Google search user interface test that comes up 
with the Google Job Search feature. If you search for 
job related queries and Google jobs comes up in search, 
Google may show you "topic related to jobs" on the top 
right. 

• This gives you other job related searches to help you 
with your job search.



Google will finally make it easy to save edited PDFs in 
Chrome

June 2020

• The ability to fill in certain PDFs on Chrome OS or in the
desktop version of the browser is certainly handy, but it's
surprisingly hard to save edited files with the built-in PDF
viewer.

• The menu will be contextual, only giving those options if
the file is editable and changes have actually been made
since it was opened

• Unbeknownst to some, there is currently a workaround
that will allow you to save filled or edited PDFs that
involves hitting the print button before selecting 'Save as
PDF' in the destination field.



Google Testing Blue Snippet Headers

June 2020

• It looks like Google is testing blue snippet
headers in the mobile results.



Google tests highlighting article content from search 
results

June 2020

• Google has widely rolled out support for highlighting
content from search on standard HTML websites.

• With this feature, Google will highlight content from a
Featured Snippet directly on a webpage. This might not
appear for every single search result, but there are some
examples that work consistently.

• With this feature, Google will highlight content from a
Featured Snippet directly on a webpage. This might not
appear for every single search result, but there are some
examples that work consistently.



Google Keyword Planner refine keywords feature is 
live

June 2020

• Google added the ability to refine keywords directly in
the Google Keyword Planner tool. This will help make it
easier for users to find keyword ideas that fit with their
new and existing campaigns, and they can now refine
keywords in Keyword Planner.

• When refining keywords, you can group together ideas
based on the attributes of your product or service–like
color, size, and more.



Google rolling out Google Plus replacement Currents 
to G Suite users in July

June 2020

• Google describes Currents as a tool that will allow
companies to engage employees and have meaningful
discussions. When refining keywords, you can group
together ideas based on the attributes of your product or
service–like color, size, and more.

• The interface for Currents includes a home stream, which
can either be ordered chronologically or by relevance, and
allows sharing of links, images, text, polls, and content from
Google Drive accounts. Company admins will have added
content moderation features, will be able to target certain
employees with custom streams, and can track engagement
of posts across the platform.



YouTube Adds New Analytics Report, Alerts for 
Merchandise Sales Within Live-Streams

June 2020

• In order to help creators get a better understanding of
channel performance, and to promote merchandise sales
during live-streams, YouTube is rolling out a new,
integrated channel performance chart in Creator Studio
which will display views, subscriber count, watch time and
revenue performance within a single display.

• It's sort of like a mini-Google Analytics display within
YouTube, making it easier to get a quick overview of how
your channel is performing, with helpful summary
indicators on each tab to highlight trends.



YouTube tries to become more transparent with in-
depth guide to monetization

June 2020

• You can self-rate your content and understand if a video
meets our advertiser-friendly content guidelines.

• You’ll see 3 options in this article:
- You can turn on ads for this content: This type of content
meets our advertiser-friendly content guidelines.
- You can turn on ads but only brands who opt in will run ads:
By default, advertisers won’t run on this content, but some
brands will opt in to show ads. This means you may earn less
revenue on this content (because fewer ads are likely to
appear) compared to content that’s suitable for all advertisers.
- You should turn off ads for this content: This type of content
is not suitable for any of our advertisers. You should turn off
ads.



Google Maps launches features for traveling during 
coronavirus pandemic

June 2020

• Now, when you look up public transit directions, Maps will
show COVID-19-related alerts. Google points out that data
will only be available where it can get info from the local
transit agencies, and only on trips that are likely to be
affected by COVID-19 restrictions.

• Maps will also display alerts when you navigate to medical
facilities or COVID-19 testing centers, warning you to
"verify eligibility and facility guidelines to avoid being
turned away or causing additional strain on the local
healthcare system."

• Google says the app will also tell you how crowded buses,
subways, and transit stations will be. Plus, you'll be able to
see when a transit station has historically been less busy so
you can plan ahead.



YouTube Music adds 'Collaborate' button for playlists

June 2020

• Google is working on collaborative playlists for its primary
streaming service. YouTube Music now has a
“Collaborate” button, though the functionality is not yet
active.

• Visiting a playlist in the latest version (3.69) of YouTube
Music for Android and then tapping the Edit/pencil icon
reveals a new “Collaborate” button next to the “Privacy”
menu.

• This upcoming feature will help the service be more social.



Google Ads More Video Ad Options to Cater to 
Evolving Viewing Behaviors

June 2020

• The disruption of TV upfronts and suspension of live
sports are also encouraging advertisers to shift to the more
flexible and on-demand ad strategies that connected TV
offers.

• Easy inventory discovery with TV in Marketplace (a
dedicated TV section in Marketplace specifically for
publishers and inventory that let you reach TV audiences
across devices)

• High-quality inventory that’s already packaged (‘ready-to-
buy’ options that further accelerate the process of finding
the right inventory for your campaign)

• Streamlined buying experience (OTT line item”, a new
workflow in Display & Video 360 tailored for buying TV
ads across screens).



Google updates its ads’ policies

June 2020

Update to housing, employment, and credit advertising policies:
• the ability to opt out of seeing any personalized ads
• personalized advertising policies that prohibit advertisers

from targeting users on the basis of sensitive categories related
to their identity, beliefs, sexuality, or personal hardships

• prohibit impacted employment, housing, and credit
advertisers from targeting or excluding ads based on gender,
age, parental status, marital status, or ZIP Code, in addition to
our longstanding policies prohibiting personalization based on
sensitive categories like race, religion, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, national origin or disability

• provide housing advertisers with additional information about
fair housing to help ensure they are acting in ways that
support access to housing opportunities



YouTube’s FameBit rebrands as YouTube 
BrandConnect, shuts down its self-service program

June 2020

• The new platform will now be called YouTube
BrandConnect, and will remain open to eligible creators in
the U.S. with over 25,000 subscribers.

• YouTube BrandConnect will only focus on the full-service
side of its offering, where a team of experts proactively
matches creators with brands and provides end-to-end
campaign management and delivery. The company said
creators to earn 30 times more from full-service deals
compared with self-service deals, and self-service only
represented 4% of total FameBit payouts to creators.



Google adds an easier way to drive more conversions

June 2020

• Google announced Video action campaigns, a simple and
cost-effective way to drive more conversions across
YouTube. It automatically brings video ads that drive
action to the YouTube home feed, watch pages, and
Google video partners, all within one campaign.

• To make it even simpler, Google will include any future
inventory that becomes available, like the What to
Watch Next feed. This way you can save time to focus on
strategic initiatives like crafting the right creative and
messaging for your audiences.



YouTube Announces New ‘Storefront’ Video Format

June 2020

• Brands are strategically using video ads when
merchandising new products.

• To help businesses establish a stronger e-commerce
presence, we’re experimenting with a new way to make
your actionable video ads more shoppable—
complementing your ad with browsable product imagery
to inspire the next purchase. All you need to do is sync
your Google Merchant Center feed to your video ads,
and you can visually expand your call-to-action button
with the best-sellers you want to feature and drive traffic
to the product pages that matter.



Google introduces Keen - A cross between Google 
Alerts and Pinterest

June 2020

• A new project called Keen is launching from
Google’s in-house incubator for new ideas, Area
120, to help users track their interests. The app is
like a modern rethinking of the Google Alerts
service, which allows users to monitor the web for
specific content. Except instead of sending emails
about new Google Search results, Keen leverages a
combination of machine learning techniques and
human collaboration to help users curate content
around a topic.



Google’s new Chrome extension lets you link directly 
to specific text on a page

June 2020

• Browser extension that allows for linking to
arbitrary text on a page.

• This extension allows for easily creating a special
link to the currently selected text on a page via the
context menu. When opening such a special link, a
compatible browser will scroll the selected text into
view and highlight it



Google Adds Quick Insights on Ad Performance and 
'Keyword Themes' for Ad Targeting

June 2020

• Smart campaigns, built specifically for small businesses,
is an automated tool that helps you promote your
business on Google.

• Sign up directly through the mobile app
• Promoted pins on Google Maps help your business

stand out during these moments by displaying a
prominent, square-shaped pin. You can also highlight
specific services such as pickup and delivery, or other
unique offerings.

• Easily see how your ads perform directly on Google.com
• More control over when your ads show. With keyword

themes, you tell Google what your business offers and
they’ll show your ad to potential customers searching for
related phrases.



Google is bringing fact check info to Google Images

June 2020

• Google is surfacing fact check information in Google
Images globally to help people navigate these issues and
make more informed judgments about what they see on
the web.

• Now, when you search on Google Images, you may see a
"Fact Check" label under the thumbnail image results.
When you tap one of these results to view the image in a
larger format, you’ll see a summary of the fact check that
appears on the underlying web page. These labels may
appear both for fact check articles about specific images
and for fact check articles that include an image in the
story.



YouTube Announces New Learning Toolkits for Creators

June 2020

• YouTube has launched a new set of learning toolkits, 
designed to help creators maximize their YouTube 
channels. There are currently 5 learning toolkits on the 
platform, with more to come:

- Go Live
- Monetization
- Content Pivot
- Community Engagement
- Production
• It's not necessarily easy to do - while anyone can create a 

YouTube channel, the same rules of all entertainment 
mediums apply: you need to actually be entertaining and 
engaging in order to build an audience. 



YouTube Announces #CampYouTube to Keep Kids 
Engaged

June 2020

• YouTube has announced Camp YouTube: a digital 
learning experience to help parents recreate the fun of 
summer camp at home. The content is related to:

• For the adventure lovers
• For the arts lovers
• For the sports lovers
• For the STEM lovers



YouTube’s latest experiment is a TikTok rival focused 
on 15-second videos

June 2020

• The video streaming company is now experimenting 
with a new feature that will let you record 15-second 
videos. The idea is to record 15-second clips that will 
eventually merge into one video. YouTube’s 
announcement suggested that this feature will let 
creators record multiple clips easily directly from the 
mobile app.

• YouTube also said that if you want to upload longer 
videos at one go, you’ll have to upload them directly from 
the phone’s gallery. This is a strategy shift from the 
company to try and coax creators into uploading shorter 
videos through YouTube rather than TikTok.



Google Expands Access to its Business Messaging 
Tools from Search and Maps

June 2020

• People develop loyalty to the brands that make it easy to 
purchase products and services and connect with their 
customer support. Google has built digital tools to help 
brands do this, including the ability to message 
customers through Google Maps and Search, via Google 
My Business.

• Google expanded Business Messages in Maps and Search 
to support all kinds of businesses, and giving them the 
ability to integrate Business Messages directly with their 
customer service platforms. Business Messages provides 
brands a comprehensive messaging solution across 
Android devices, and through Maps on iOS.



YouTube's Working on a New Analytics Overview 
Summary to Help Creators Maximize Performance

June 2020

• ΥouTube's working on a new video analytics display 
which is designed to help creators better understand 
where their views are coming from, and how they can 
maximize each video's performance.

• This is a new analytics video overview that has smarter 
explanations about how your video is doing. It's going to 
tell you more about how it's doing fro the point of view of 
the YouTube home page and Watch Next suggestions.

• When a video's topic, title or thumbnail attracts more 
viewers, that video is more likely to be recommended to 
similar viewers on Home and 'Up next' suggestions.



Google is streamlining ‘Ad’ labeling for Shopping ads

June 2020

• Google displays a black “Ads” label in the upper left 
corner above Shopping ads on the main search results 
page as well as the Shopping and Images tabs. That 
matches the black “Ad” label on that displays on text 
ads.

• Soon, the “Sponsored” label that still appears in the 
upper right above Shopping ads on desktop will be 
replaced with the black “Ad” label as well.

• This “Ad” label also appears above Hotel ads on travel 
results pages.



5. Twitter



• Twitter is adding a new setting for 
“conversation participants” right on 
the compose screen. It has four 
options: “Global, Group, Panel, and 
Statement”:

- Global lets anybody reply
- Group is for people you follow and 

mention
- Panel is people you specifically 

mention in the tweet
- Statement simply allows you to post 

a tweet and receive no replies

Twitter Plans to Enable Users to Limit Who Can Reply 
to their Tweets 

January 2020



• Twitter added a new 'Conversation 
Insights' feature to Media Studio in 
November last year. 

• Maybe, Twitter will look to incorporate a 
similar audience analytics tool into Media 
Studio instead, as it works to build out that 
tool as a more comprehensive tweet 
analytics platform.

Twitter Is Removing the Audience Insights Element 
from Twitter Analytics

January 2020



• Twitter is considering a feature that will 
allow users to tip - sending each other 
money from their tweets - according to two 
people familiar with the company’s 
decisions. 

• Twitter and Square already partner to let 
users make donations to politicians through 
tweets.

Twitter is considering a feature that will allow users to 
tip—sending each other money from their tweets

January 2020



• In late 2016, Twitter gave users hope by 
suggesting that tweet editing could be made 
available within a confined window, like a 5-
minute gap after posting a tweet, within which 
you would be able to fix up any errors as 
required.

• In 2020, the answer is no. The reason there's no 
edit button, there hasn't been an edit button 
traditionally, is we started as a SMS text 
messaging service. So as we all know, when we 
send a text, we can’t really take it back. 

Twitter Confirms That It Won't Be Adding an Edit 
Option Anytime Soon 

January 2020



• It’s quick and easy to add an emoji reaction to a 
Direct Message –– both text and media 
attachments. 

• To add a reaction, hover over the message and click 
the reaction button (heart and plus icon), or double 
tap on the message and pick an emoji from the pop-
up. You can undo a reaction at any time and it will 
be removed from the message for all participants.

• Click or tap on a reaction in a conversation to view 
who reacted to the message. 

Twitter Launches Emoji Reactions for Direct Messages 

January 2020



• Twitter is bringing a new 'threaded' 
conversation update to its iOS app, which 
more clearly defines replies from people you 
know to any given tweet.

• The update is a scaled-back variation of 
threaded replies which Twitter first 
showcased in September 2018, focused on 
improving tweet engagement.

Twitter Rolls Out Conversation Threads on iOS 

February 2020



• You can more easily link a new tweet to an old one, 
which will provide a simpler way to create tweet 
threads, and add more context to your updates.

• Rather than having to try and cover everything in a 
new tweet, you can add on to your previous note on 
the same - while businesses could use the feature for 
announcing competition winners, providing updates 
on older, in-progress issues, referring customers to 
previous support notes, updates to previously shared 
documentation, etc.

Twitter Adds New Option to Add New Tweets Into Old 
Tweet Threads 

February 2020



• Twitter confirmed it’s testing a new feature 
called “Fleets,” its own version of Instagram 
Stories that disappear after 24 hours. 

• Unlike Tweets, Twitter Fleets can’t receive 
Likes, Replies, or Retweets. And they’ll 
disappear entirely after 24 hours.

Twitter starts testing its own version of Stories, called 
'Fleets,' which disappear after 24 hours

March 2020



• On Twitter, brands can be creators. Whether 
they’re producing their own content or extending 
their sponsorships, brands are using Twitter to 
take center stage. Top marketers are choosing to 
live-stream their biggest events on Twitter. Live 
Brand Studio is a service designed to help brands 
go live, maximize their own events, and drive 
conversation.

• With Producer, it’s easy to launch professionally 
produced live broadcasts, promote them, and cut 
them into highlight clips in near real time.

Twitter Introducing Live Brand Studio for Virtual Events

March 2020



• Lists can be extremely useful for organizing 
accounts by interest or to quickly see the latest 
tweets from your closest friends. 

• Twitter now gave lists a bit more prominence by 
testing them on the Home tab of its app, and now 
it's testing an option to quickly switch between 
tweets about your favorite show or some 
travel inspiration accounts.

• You'll be able to select which lists you can swipe 
between in the home screen and pin them to the 
top of your lists page for easier access, whether 
they're ones you've created or public lists made by 
others.

Twitter is testing ability to pin lists on desktop / web

March 2020



• Twitter is updating its Explore tab so that all the 
tweets become more location-specific. Now not only 
‘Trends’ have exact location related content options 
but the whole Explore tab too is adopting the same 
function. 

• This means that whenever you open the Explore tab 
and scroll the listings; all the things that you will see 
(which includes topic listings, what's happening and 
trends) will be more clearly specified according to the 
location which you choose. In each location; the 
listing will change accordingly. This also 
encompasses the topic-specific listing and provides 
regional coverage which depends on your chosen 
location.

Twitter Updates Explore, Making its Listings More 
Location-Specific 

March 2020



• Twitter continues working on Muting Lists/Channels. 
Example: “top tweets from this Channel will no longer 
show up in your Home timeline”

Twitter is working on the ability to mute lists

May 2020



Twitter to add labels and warning messages to 
disputed and misleading COVID-19 info

May 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Twitter announced it will begin to add warning messages 
and labels to tweets spreading disputed or misleading 
information. The new moderation tool will warn users 
before they post replies that contain “harmful” language. 
It will also give “you the option to revise your reply before 
it’s published. 

• The labels will direct users reading these tweets to a 
Twitter-curated page or to external resources that offer 
additional information and context about the claims 
being made in the tweet. The warnings, meanwhile, will 
cover the tweet — requiring an extra click to view the 
content. 



Twitter is working on conversation controls

May 2020

• Being able to control who can reply to your tweets could be 
Twitter’s next big feature that could be out soon.

• The feature will allow you to control who can reply to 
your tweets. It sorts of allow you to have a closed-group of 
select individuals based on default options that can reply to 
your tweets.

• Twitter has included three options including: Open, 
Community, and By Invitation.

• Limiting replies to your tweets by invitation or to your 
community could fence out people whose contribution may 
not be of paramount interest to the topic being discussed. 
This feature enables many new use cases, including public 
interviews with invited guests, or in many scenarios where 
the context is semi-private. 



Twitter has started rolling out tweet scheduling option 
to more users

May 2020

• Currently, scheduling tweets is only 
possible via Twitter’s Tweetdeck client or 
various other third-party clients. However, 
the platform is testing a scheduling feature 
right inside the web app.

• Now it appears more people are getting the 
option – though for the time being at least, 
it looks as though the feature is only 
available if you're using Twitter on the 
desktop through a web browser.



• Twitter is also implementing the tabbed Retweets page 
for Android. Currently, retweets with comments do not 
count toward the total number of retweets, but it could 
change eventually. 

• This makes sense, because so many people retweet 
things they don't agree with to argue against the 
original tweet. It would create a false idea that people 
agree with the tweet.

Twitter is testing to show “x Retweets with comments”

May 2020



• Twitter is working on floating notifications for 
replies and direct messages that pop up at the top of 
your screen when you scroll through the app. While the 
cards have a custom blue-ish tone to them, they don't 
add any extra functionality like those provided by 
Android itself do, such as "reply," "mute," "like," etc. 
Instead, they replace system notifications altogether 
when they pop up, so depending on your workflow, this 
might be the greatest thing ever or the worst possible 
decision.

Twitter is testing custom in-app notifications for 
replies and DMs

May 2020



Twitter is working on “Search for Lists”

May 2020

• Twitter lists are an incredibly useful resource with 
hundreds, maybe even thousands, of Twitter lists 
out there full of vital information.

• Twitter has a built-in function to help you find lists 
that have already been created and made public by 
other Twitter users. 



Twitter acquires CrossInstall to bolster mobile playable 
ads

May 2020

• The combination of CrossInstall and Twitter 
will highlight Twitter’s commitment to 
performance advertising. They will be working 
to expand Twitter’s reach into all areas of app 
install and performance advertising while 
increasing the value that MoPub offers to 
mobile app developers.



Twitter unveils new emoji to express gratitude to 
frontline workers

May 2020

• To help people show appreciation to frontline 
workers or anyone else who has shown a 
helping hand in these tough times, Twitter has 
unveiled a new emoji showing two hands 
forming a heart.

• The emoji appears whenever users  type 
“#thankful” or “#gratitude” or any variation of 
the hashtags.

Covid-19 initiated 



Twitter updates in-app capabilities

May 2020

• Now with the in-app camera you can:

📷 Take up to 4 photos or a video to attach to a Tweet
📷Reply and Retweet with your photos and videos
📸And to make Tweeting *pictures and videos* easier, 

• Photos and videos will no longer appear larger in the 
timeline and we're removing the colored captions. 

• Essentially, it’s now the same to Tweet a photo taken 
on Twitter or uploaded.



Twitter is rolling out a new design for embedded 
tweets

May 2020

• Twitter will begin rolling out a new version of embedded 
Tweets that has an updated design and better infrastructure 
that will soon help load Tweets faster on your sites and apps. 
The new layout includes a more rounded tweet presentation 
panel and slightly larger text and tweet icons, while the 
presentation of the Like and discussion data is now all gray
and sorted into more logical listings of the details on one line, 
then engagement data on the next.

• Twitter notes that the changes should take effect 
automatically - "but some implementations may be required if 
they use interfaces that aren’t explicitly supported". 



Meet Neptune: A new Twitter app with a full-screen 
view and a unique sharing feature

May 2020

• This new Twitter client is focused on simplicity, allowing users to
navigate without distractions like ads and a non-chronological
timeline.

• Neptune has most of the features you’d expect from a regular
Twitter app, including access to your timeline, mentions, direct
messages, trends, and more. By opening the app, you’ll see the
timeline with tweets separated by cards, which is nice to
distinguish it from other apps.

• The timeline appears in chronological order, which means there’s
no fancy algorithm behind it to decide which tweets you should
see first. It’s just the good old timeline with tweets appearing in
the order they were published. You won’t see any ads on Neptune,
something that bothers users of the official Twitter app.



Twitter is testing “Possible Futures” concepts for a new 
audio-leaning experience

May 2020

• With podcast listenership on the rise, is there now a place for
audio to become a more significant element of social
platforms?

• This is what Twitter's 'Hear and Now' audio tweets might
look like, and function, with clips attached to tweets, and
even highlighted in a special segment.

• The basics of the concept are not entirely new. Back in 2018,
Twitter launched audio-only live-streams, both in Twitter
and Periscope, which technically provides a way to share
audio in tweets.



Twitter now enables “alt text” on images

May 2020

• Adding descriptions to images is a great way to include everyone
in your conversation. These descriptions, aka alt-text, enable folks
who use screen readers to interpret images in Tweets. Now users
no longer need a setting to add alt text and it's available on both
desktop &mobile.

• Regarding also screen readers and emojis, if they are actual emoji,
they have a name. On Twitter, these emoji are turned into images
and the alt text is set as the emoji name. However, sighted people
sometimes use the emoji in a way that is inconsistent with the
emoji name.



Twitter Expands Test of Messenger-Like Chat 
Window for DMs

May 2020

• Twitter has begun live testing of its new DM chat window on
desktop, which provides a Messenger-style, picture-in-picture
display for your messaging discussions on the platform.

• Regarding also screen readers and emojis, if they are actual emoji,
they have a name. On Twitter, these emoji are turned into images
and the alt text is set as the emoji name. However, sighted people
sometimes use the emoji in a way that is inconsistent with the
emoji name.



Twitter now lets you save or schedule tweets

May 2020

• Twitter says you can now schedule tweets right from the
main web app. When composing a tweet, you should see a
little calendar icon on the bottom row of icons at the
bottom of the compose window. Click that and you can
specify when you want your tweet to be sent.

• Twitter says you can also now save draft tweets in the web
app.



Twitter Adds Option to Customize Your Lists With a 
Cover Image

May 2020

• When you create or edit a List on iOS and web, you can upload
your own banner image to customize that List and make it all your
own.

• The specs for a List banner image are the same as a profile header
image: 1500x500. When sizing the image, know that 60 pixels on
the top and bottom could be cropped.

• This will be coming to Android soon.



Twitter is working on “Request Verification”

June 2020

• Twitter is developing a new in-app system for requesting
verification. The discovery involves an added “Request
Verification” option that appears in a redesigned account settings
screen. This is for public accounts which want to prove that they
are authentic and official.

• The program seems to be currently on hold (not accepting new
requests) but with this process on settings you can request the
verification. Twitter will also publicly document what qualifies a
Twitter user to be verified.

• Focus is given to authenticity & identity VS. public figure, since:
- Pending:Wait for the email
- Success: Yay! Stick to the rules and be the same person
- Rejected: You can only apply once every 30 days. If you broke the
rules within the last 3 months, you’re ineligible



Twitter is working on Tweet Reactions

June 2020

• Twitter's apparently testing a new option which would enable you
to respond to a tweet with an emoji, in among the various other
response options.

• Twitter is predicated on short, sharp responses and engagement,
and while only being able to 'heart' a tweet could seem a little
restrictive, the general view is that the lack of Reaction-type
options likely prompts more users to actually engage with tweets,
and share their own thoughts. And because tweets are so short,
quick reaction emojis probably aren't necessary anyway.



Twitter tests a feature that calls you out for RTing
without reading the article

June 2020

• A new Twitter test feature aiming to “promote informed
discussion” will nudge users to read before they retweet. The
company describes the test as a step to help people be more aware
of what they’re sharing in a broader effort to inspire “healthier
conversations” on the platform.

• The experimental new prompt doesn’t stop a user from resharing
a link before clicking to read it, instead just suggesting that they
might want to and letting them click through.

• The idea is that giving users a chance to make different choices
rather than forcing them to do so could help reshape some of the
unproductive or actively harmful strains of behavior.



Twitter's Working on a New List Discovery Option

June 2020

• Twitter appears to be close to launching that option, with a new
List Discovery process spotted in testing.

• This new option would provide a display of various lists that you
can follow, making it easier to connect with different topics of
interest across the platform.

• Users will be able to search the listings by topic, and follow any
streams that they're interested in.

• "It was baffling to not be able to scroll through dedicated
""timeline"" for a topic when you can follow it to add it to your
home timelineopics are nice but they appear in the Home timeline
only which is not chronological. "



NEW Twitter feature alert: Audio clips for tweets

June 2020

• 280 characters aren’t enough and some conversational nuances
are lost in translation. So starting today, we’re testing a new
feature that will add a more human touch to the way we use
Twitter – your very own voice.

• Tweeting with your voice is not too different from Tweeting with
text. To start, open the Tweet composer and tap the new icon with
wavelengths. You’ll see your profile photo with the record button
at the bottom – tap this to record your voice.

• People will see your voice Tweet appear on their timeline
alongside other Tweets. To listen, tap the image. On iOS only,
playback will start in a new window docked at the bottom of your
timeline and you can listen as you scroll. You can also keep
listening while doing other things on your phone or on the go.



Twitter is working on “Top Requests” for DM

June 2020

• Similar to multiple inboxes on Instagram, Twitter is working on
Top Requests to make it easier for users to sift through DMs.

• In an attempt to make it easier for Twitter users to have better
control at managing the flurry of messages in their Direct Message
Inbox, the platform is working on a feature called Top Requests.
The feature is similar to the one on Instagram that divides and
diverts the incoming messages to Primary and General inboxes.

• People will see your voice Tweet appear on their timeline
alongside other Tweets. To listen, tap the image. On iOS only,
playback will start in a new window docked at the bottom of your
timeline and you can listen as you scroll. You can also keep
listening while doing other things on your phone or on the go.



Twitter Improves Responsiveness of Algorithm

June 2020

• Twitter has also outlined a recent update to its
algorithm process, which will enable it to show you
more relevant trends, based on your behavior, every
time you log in.

• It used to take Twitter's system a week to learn from
your evolving interests, based on your on-platform
activity, but now, it can update its recommendations
within hours, making your tweet feed more time-
relevant.



Twitter Pushes More Ads into Feeds

June 2020

• Twitter declares that they are deploying changes to their
advertising experience.

• You are, likely seeing more ads in your Twitter feed, as
Twitter's testing new display methods, which, at least in part,
would be prompted by the platform's need to address
slowing ad spend as a result of COVID-19.

• Twitter saw a 24% increase in usage, YoY, in Q1, so the
opportunity is there for ad exposure for those businesses that
remain able to operate.

• And if usage levels remain stable, you can bet that Twitter
will look to maintain any such increases moving forward, as
a means to maximize revenue potential.



6. Spotify



• Until now, podcast advertising has 
experienced many of these same 
challenges because the medium is 
still largely downloaded via RSS 
feeds. But the shift in consumption 
from downloads to streaming has 
opened the door for advances in 
data-driven podcast advertising.

• Spotify, moved beyond these 
constraints to reimagine what's 
possible for this uniquely powerful 
and intimate medium.

Introducing Spotify podcast ads that can now track 
impressions, reach and audience data

January 2020



• Spotify is working on 
“How I’m Listening” 
letting listeners share a 
glimpse of their taste by 
sharing a playlist of 5 
songs 

How I’m Listening

April 2020



• Spotify is now testing video podcasts in its app,
starting with two YouTube stars: Zane Hijazi
and Heath Hussar, hosts of Zane and Heath:
Unfiltered. The global test, which allows the
creators to upload their recorded video footage
to the app, will show up for 50% of the show’s.

• Videos will sync with the audio feed and keep
playing even if listeners lock their phones, and
ad spots will still play but with the video
showing up as a single, static shot. These videos
will also only be uploaded in the language
podcasters record, so Spotify won’t be
translating them for a global audience. The
feature is available on the desktop and mobile
Spotify app.

Spotify is testing video podcasts with two YouTube 
stars

May 2020



• Spotify is giving Premium users a new feature that’ll
allow them to share DJ duties with anyone in their
immediate vicinity. Group Sessions, as Spotify is
calling the feature, is rolling out in beta and only
works between Premium users.

• A host can share a scannable Spotify Code from their
app with whomever they want to share playback
control, meaning that the host and guests can pause,
play, skip, and select tracks in the queue, and add
their own picks to the list. The queue will update on
everyone’s devices, and sessions will end after an
hour of inactivity. Spotify doesn’t seem to have put a
cap on the number of users who can join a session.

Spotify’s newest feature “Group Sessions” lets multiple 
people control a listening session

May 2020



• Spotify first released its Spotify Kids app in October
last year, and now it’s introducing two new features
to give parents more control over what their kids
consume. Parents can access their child’s listening
history and also block specific content.

• To access the settings, parents need to go to the
“Grown Ups” section and select which child’s account
history they want to view. From there, they can see
their kid’s listening history, which contains every
track their child streamed on the app over the past
three months. From this same section, they can also
select tracks to block by tapping the block icon next
to the content.

Spotify now lets parents access their kids’ listening 
history and block content

May 2020



Spotify inks exclusive deal with 'The Joe Rogan 
Experience' podcast

May 2020

• Spotify today inked a multi-year exclusive deal with “The Joe
Rogan Experience” podcast, a move that takes direct aim at
podcast market leader Apple.

• The show, which has never previously streamed on Spotify, will
become available from September 1. Fans will still be able to listen
to "The Joe Rogan Experience" on other platforms, but Spotify
says the podcast will live exclusively on its platform “by the end of
the year.”

• “The comedy talk series has long been the most-searched-for
podcast on Spotify and is the leading show on practically every
other podcasting platform. It will remain free and accessible to all
Spotify users.



Spotify removes cap from users' libraries, letting you save 
unlimited songs, albums and podcasts

May 2020

• Spotify has started rolling out an unlimited library 
experience, meaning they're removing the limit on 
saved items in a user's library.

• This affects liked songs, and liked albums. This also 
avoids that anxious feeling that appears when you're 
deciding whether to save full albums, or select single 
tracks in anticipation of the 'epic collection my friend' 
pop up.



Spotify is working on “Offline User Mix”

May 2020

• It is described as “This is your offline mix tailored for 
you”

• They have had offline radios for a few years that are 
automatically downloaded. This looks like something 
similar.

• It’s also something like Offline mixtape by YouTube 
music.



Spotify is working on “Follow Feed” of “New releases from 
artists you follow and more”

June 2020

• Spotify recently rolled out a new mobile UI with a refreshed 
home screen layout, a universal Shuffle Play button, a 
redesigned Action row, and more. Now, in a bid to help users 
discover new music from their favorite artists, the service is 
rolling out a new feature called “Follow Feed”.

• On top of that, the feature also suggests new artists that you 
can follow based on the ones that you’re already following on 
Spotify

• On Android, it’s also working on suggested follows bar in the 
Home page

• The feature shows up organically on top-right icon 



Spotify is working on some sort of new ways to 
edit a playlist

June 2020



Spotify lands podcast deal with Kim Kardashian West

June 2020

• Kim Kardashian West reached a deal with Spotify 
Technology SA for a criminal-justice podcast, according to 
people familiar with the matter, exploring a topic that has 
come to the forefront of the national conversation in recent 
weeks. The show, to be available exclusively on Spotify, will 
follow the work of television producer Lori Rothschild 
Ansaldi as she investigates the case of Kevin Keith, who was 
convicted of three murders in 1994.



Spotify partners with Warner Bros and DC to produce 
original podcast slate

June 2020

• In a collaborative and innovative effort to further increase 
premium content offerings for consumers, Spotify, Warner 
Bros and DC (the home of Superman, Batman, Wonder 
Woman, Harley Quinn, The Joker and many more iconic 
DC Super Heroes and Super-Villains) announced a new 
multi-year deal to produce and distribute an original slate of 
narrative scripted podcasts, marking the first pact of its kind 
between the companies. 

• Spotify, the world’s leading audio streaming subscription 
service, is committed to an annual slate of new dramatic and 
comedic podcasts that Warner Bros. will develop and 
produce. 



Spotify is Developing an In-App Music Video Player

June 2020

• Spotify appears to be exploring the possibility of adding 
music videos to the streaming service's "Now Playing" app 
interface.

• Spotify has included video content before, but not on the 
scale that's presumably being considered here – showing full 
music videos, similar to how YouTube Music does.



Spotify is testing interactive podcast ads

June 2020

• Spotify wants to ensure you never forget a podcast 
advertiser’s promo code again. The company announced 
today that it’s testing a new feature called “In-App Offers” 
that give podcasts the ability to keep an embedded link on 
their episode pages that, when tapped, leads to an 
advertiser’s webpage. That webpage will automatically load 
with the promo code inserted. 

• This way, people don’t have to remember podcast ads’ 
promo codes or go out of their way to find an advertiser’s 
website.



7. TikTok



TikTok is Developing a Feed of Curated Content, 
Similar to Snapchat's Discover Stream

• As it works to address advertiser concerns 
around ad placement alongside controversial 
content, rising video app TikTok is investigating 
the possibility of a curated content stream, 
similar to Snapchat's Discover surface.

• TikTok added a new highlights stream, which 
displays selected, original videos from popular 
TikTok creators, alongside content from 
professional publishers. The added curation gives 
TikTok's moderators more control over the 
viewing experience, ensuring that advertisers 
don't end up having their ads wedged in-between 
controversial posts.

January 2020



TikTok's Testing a New Music Tab on Selected Artist 
Profiles

• Music has been key to TikTok's rise, and the 
short video app is now testing out a new way to 
improve music discovery, with artists' songs 
listed on selected, verified musician profiles.

• It seems like a fairly logical, simple addition for 
TikTok, which will, as noted, assist in music 
discovery, while it may also help the app build 
better connection with artists, by giving them 
more profile options to help promote their 
music. 

January 2020



TikTok Signs New Music Licensing Deals to Enable 
Increased Music Usage and Partnerships

• TikTok, the fast-growing user-generated video app from 
China’s ByteDance, has been building a new music 
streaming service to compete against the likes of Spotify, 
Apple Music and Amazon Music. Recently, they 
announced a deal that helps pave the way for a global 
launch of it. It has inked a licensing deal with Merlin, the 
global agency that represents tens of thousands of 
independent music labels and hundreds of thousands of 
artists, for music from those labels to be used legally on 
the TikTok platform anywhere that the app is available.

January 2020



TikTok Provides Option to Upload Content via Desktop 
• The process could be helpful for those managing 

various social media accounts from a single 
workstation, saving you from having to take out 
your phone for certain tasks, while it will also 
enable uploads of more polished, edited content, 
in line with traditional brand approach.

• Despite various concerns with its moderation 
processes, its data gathering and sharing, its 
relationships with influencers, etc. Despite these 
concerns, TikTok does offer considerable 
opportunity for marketers looking to connect 
with younger audiences. 

February 2020



TikTok Tests Direct Website Links on Profiles 

• The rising video app now enables to add a 
new URL field into the profile bios, which 
would provide a means to drive traffic back 
to a brand’s website direct from the app.

• As noted, the option would give brands and 
creators another way to drive direct traffic 
from their TikTok presence, which could 
prompt more brands to establish a presence, 
knowing that they can use it to link into 
their broader traffic goals and track such in 
their analytics.

February 2020



TikTok Adds Sticker Pinning in Video Clips 

• A new sticker pinning option has been 
introduced by TikTok in videos that will 
let users attach a sticker to an object in 
the video clip. The sticker will stay in 
place and as the video angles change, its 
size will change accordingly.

• After pinning the sticker, it will move 
around with the object it has been 
attached to, as filters work on Snapchat 
and Instagram.

February 2020



TikTok now lets you add URLs to your videos

• Last October, TikTok began testing a 
new option which enabled selected 
users to add Wikipedia links to their 
clips in order to provide more context 
on certain elements. 

• Now TikTok expandedmthat option, 
with a new set of options in the 'Add 
Link' prompt which would enable 
creators to attach a link to Wikipedia, 
Yelp or TripAdvisor in their video 
post.

March 2020



TikTok Partners With World Health Organization on 
COVID-19 Information Program 

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Tik Tok partnered with the World Health 
Organization (WHO) to create an 
informational page that provides trustworthy 
information, offers tips on staying safe and 
preventing the spread of the virus, and dispels 
myths around COVID-19. 

• Beyond the library of information WHO offers 
users on our in-app landing page, it also serves 
as a valuable resource for our community by 
using its TikTok account to create videos that 
provide users critical and informed medical 
information and tips.



TikTok Launches Celebrity-Hosted, Daily Live-Streams to 
Entertain Users Amid COVID-19 Lockdowns

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 

• Tik Tok partnered with a wide range of amazing 
celebrities and creators and launched something 
special: #HappyAtHome: LIVE!, a week of nightly 
programming at 5:00 PM PDT which was 
running each evening through Friday. 

• The goal was simple: share in a bit of levity, 
provide some comfort, and embrace the 
responsibility we all have to do the right thing by 
staying inside and stopping the spread. 



TikTok Adds New Analytics Element to Creator 
Marketplace 

March 2020

• TikTok’s Creator Marketplace has been 
around for a few months now and has been 
a great resource for brands that are looking 
to find influencers to work with on the 
popular short-form video app.

• Through the new feature, brands will now 
be able to see real-time data pertaining to 
their influencer campaigns and access 
metrics such views, engagements, 
engagement rate, and audience breakdown 
(by top markets, gender, age range, and 
device).



TikTok is testing a feature called Stitch that allows you to 
trim one of your existing videos to record a new ending

• TikTok is testing a feature called “Stitch.” This 
feature will allow users to trim one of their 
existing videos to record a new ending.

•
The latest feature “Stitch” is going to be a 
small, but welcome change in the video-
making scenario. It will become easy to trim 
and even “stitch back” another end to the 
already created videos. It is innovative, as well 
as more fun for the users!

April 2020



TikTok is testing a ‘shop now’ button for influencer videos

• TikTok is testing a new ad format that links 
advertisers to its prominent influencers to let 
those creators display a prominent call-to-
action button in their videos.

• The ad revenue will be split between TikTok 
and the influencer.

• This would put TikTok on the same path of 
other platforms, which have largely followed the 
same playbook in having both branding and 
direct-response ad products.

April 2020



TikTok is planning to implement a new augmented reality 
ad format

• TikTok is readying the launch of a new augmented 
reality ad format as the popular video app continues 
to rapidly ramp up its ad product development to 
bring itself in line with the likes of Instagram and 
Snapchat.

• The “AR brand effect” ad will allow TikTok users to 
add interactive visual effects from advertisers to 
their TikTok videos that interact with the physical 
environment around them, according to people 
familiar with the plans. A car could zoom the length 
of the kitchen table, or the creator could interact 
with an advertiser’s mascot as it bounces around the 
room, for example.May 2020



TikTok now warns you about dodgy accounts

• Lately, the ByteDance-owned app has been coming 
up with some strict measures to keep things tidy 
and under control.

• The screenshot shows how TikTok now warns you 
about dodgy accounts—accounts with previous 
records of dodgy content.

May 2020



Members are Taking Over TikTok

May 2020

• Bombarding a platform known for dance crazes and 
skits is strategic, and potentially very lucrative.

• Now, TikTok is being embraced by a new group of 
internet wizards: memers.

• Multi-platform meme brands like @Daquan, @Betch
and @Memezar have begun investing heavily in TikTok
in recent months. They’ve already amassed millions of 
followers, surpassing many influencers. Midlevel 
independent Instagram memers, many who create 
memes in specific genres such as gaming, are also 
pivoting toward TikTok. And more teens are using the 
platform to build meme brands from the ground up.



TikTok stops providing free for commercial use music to 
business accounts

• Verified businesses or organizations cannot use 
popular music anymore. Regular users can still use 
commercial sounds, along with verified celebrities will 
also have access to popular music. This may be great 
for small creators who share their music on TikTok. It 
may increase their visibility thanks to commercial use. 
Or is this is a way to introduce a new paid add on that 
helps brand manage royalties?!

May 2020



TikTok partners with Bidalgo to bolster campaign analysis

May 2020

• Mobile marketing platform Bidalgo has announced a partnership 
with popular short-form video platform TikTok. The partnership 
means that marketers using TikTok Ads can access Bidalgo features 
via an API integration.

• These include campaign and creative analysis, and data-driven 
optimisation tools for TikTok ads.

• Clients will be able to quickly visualize historical performance with 
built-in charts and export cohorted data for analyses with a click of 
a button.

• For TikTok advertisers, Bidalgo plan to support advertisers by 
aligning UA and design teams, boosting performance measurement 
of creative assets and leveraging advanced insights.

• Furthermore, Bidalgo provides a way to aggregate TikTok, MMP 
and BI data into a single source and take bulk actions on bids, 
budgets and actionable insights.



TikTok starts Amplify Program

May 2020

• Amplify will permit TikTok to use your videos in ads, on
social media, and in marketing campaigns. Even if TikTok
taking permission to use users’ videos for marketing
purposes, it should be paid, as they are using the content of
other person.

• From the looks of it, users can toggle on or off to indicate
whether or not they allow their videos to be used by TikTok
for marketing purposes. Users that decide to withdraw from
TikTok Amplify will have their videos permanently
excluded for future use in the program. For businesses on
the platform, consider your brand safety before opting-in to
Amplify as it could hamper your ability to control how your
video content is being used – if even by a rising tech giant
like TikTok.



TikTok is testing the ability to add location to videos

May 2020



TikTok Announces #LearnOnTikTok Initiative to 
Encourage Education During Lockdowns

May 2020

• TikTok partnered with over 800 public figures, media
publishers, educational institutions, and real-world
professional experts who've been affected by the effects of
this global pandemic to bring learning material to TikTok.

• Organizations including Aquarium of the Pacific have
shared explainers about endangered giant sea bass. Cindy
Lai, an independent fitness trainer in New York whose
business was impacted by the coronavirus pandemic, is
sharing tips on how to exercise and stay fit while sheltering
at home. Farm owner Page Pardo in St. Louis is sharing
videos highlighting lessons from owning a farm, like what it
means to "sweat like a pig."

Covid-19 initiated 



TikTok pledges to promote black creators after 
accusations of censorship

June 2020

• TikTok published a message to its Black community

“First, to our Black community: We want you to know that
we hear you and we care about your experiences on TikTok.
We acknowledge and apologize to our Black creators and
community who have felt unsafe, unsupported, or
suppressed. We don't ever want anyone to feel that way.
We welcome the voices of the Black community
wholeheartedly…”



TikTok’s testing an enhanced interface for its Creator 
Marketplace

June 2020

• Previously, there was no convenient way to view
campaigns or do anything from a creator standpoint.

• NEW!
- View campaigns
- Edit your Creator profile
- View TikTok’s Creator Toolkit



TikTok sees live broadcasts and more DIY videos in its 
future

June 2020

• TikTok's popularity skyrocketed with the help of short,
quirky dance and lip-syncing videos. Now the social
media app is betting that live broadcasts and
educational content will play a bigger part in its future.

• TikTok is seeing people not only spending more time
watching videos but also experimenting with the
creation of different types of content, including in
sports, gaming, cooking, fashion and beauty.



TikTok just revealed how it’s video algorithm works

June 2020

• On TikTok, the For You feed reflects preferences unique to
each user. The system recommends content by ranking
videos based on a combination of factors to form your
personalized For You feed.

• Recommendations are based on a number of factors, like:
• User interactions such as the videos you like or share,

accounts you follow, comments you post, and content you
create.

• Video information, which might include details like
captions, sounds, and hashtags.

• Device and account settings like your language preference,
country setting, and device type.

All these factors are processed by TikTok recommendation
system and weighted based on their value to a user.



TikTok launches TikTok For Business for marketers, takes 
on Snapchat with new AR ads

June 2020

• The company is today officially introducing a new brand
and platform called “TikTok For Business” that will serve as
the home for all its current and future marketing solutions
for brands.

• At launch, the site will include access to TikTok ad formats,
including its marque product, TopView, which is the ad that
appears when you first launch the TikTok app. Other
products under this TikTok For Business umbrella include
Brand Takeovers, In-Feed Videos, Hashtag Challenges and
Branded Effects.



8. WhatsApp



WhatsApp is working on animated stickers 

• Stickers seem to be making their way to 
WhatsApp. Stickers were introduced fairly 
recently to the app, but they’ve managed to take 
on greatly since it supports third-party sticker 
packs. 

• They’ve been supported in apps like Facebook 
Messenger for a while. This is also set to come 
to WhatsApp as well, probably as part of the 
effort Facebook is making towards unifying 
WhatsApp-Messenger-Instagram messaging.

January 2020



WhatsApp adverts are coming in 2020 
• WhatsApp is going to introduce 

adverts. The world’s most popular 
messaging service has more than 1.5 
billion users but has so far avoided 
monetising this loyal userbase by 
showing them commercials (message 
about a product, view the product, view 
the product catalog).

• However, there’s a chance the new 
strategy could backfire. When 
WhatsApp announced the new feature 
last year, some users threatened to 
delete their accounts.

January 2020



WhatsApp puts new limits on the forwarding of 
viral messages

• WhatsApp is imposing additional 
restriction on how frequently a message can 
be shared on its platform in its latest effort 
to curtail the spread of misinformation.

• “However, we’ve seen a significant increase 
in the amount of forwarding which users 
have told us can feel overwhelming and can 
contribute to the spread of misinformation. 
We believe it’s important to slow the spread 
of these messages down to keep WhatsApp 
a place for personal conversation.”

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Facebook Finally Launches Dark Mode for WhatsApp 

• Dark mode for WhatsApp offers a fresh 
look on a familiar experience. It’s designed 
to reduce eye strain in low light 
environments. And we hope it helps prevent 
those awkward moments when your phone 
lights up the room.

March 2020



WhatsApp and World Health Organization officially 
launch NEW chatbot to provide Coronavirus updates and 
information 

• WhatsApp announced the launch of the World 
Health Organization’s Health Alert.

• The new service, which is free to use, has been 
designed to answer questions from the public 
about Coronavirus, and to give prompt, reliable 
and official information 24 hours a day, 
worldwide. 

• This will also serve government decision-
makers by providing the latest numbers and 
situation reports.

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Expanding WhatsApp group video and voice calls to 
allow up to 8 people

• WhatsApp is now rolling out group video 
and voice chats for up to eight people across 
both iOS and Android.

• WhatsApp expanded group calling to eight 
people in its beta on April 21, after previously 
announcing support for up to four people.

• Now, group video and voice calling for you 
and seven friends has been released to the 
general public on both iOS and Android.

April 2020



WhatsApp business is testing an ordering system for 
grocery shopping in India

• JioMart, an e-commerce venture run by India’s most 
valued firm, is testing an “ordering system” on WhatsApp.

• They can initiate an order by texting “Hi”, which prompts 
a link that opens a mini store on the browser, allowing 
them to pick a range of grocery products including 
toothpaste, snacks, tea and coffee, rice, and cooking oil.

• Once an order has been placed, which currently does not 
include a way to pay digitally, JioMart automatically 
assigns a neighborhood store to them and sends an invoice 
through WhatsApp.

May 2020



WhatsApp Business now lets companies sync info from 
their Facebook pages

• Businesses will be able to link their company's 
Facebook page to WhatsApp Business in order to sync 
info from it and run Facebook ads that click to 
WhatsApp.

• WhatsApp Business users can link their Facebook page 
and choose to sync details such as business hours, 
location address, website links, and more. 

• This seems like a nice addition for business owners that 
will help to speed up their online workload. Connecting 
accounts will also allow businesses to run Facebook ads 
that click to WhatsApp. 

May 2020



WhatsApp tests new feature that lets you add contacts 
via QR codes • WhatsApp’s latest beta version lets you add contacts by 

scanning their QR codes. A QR code can also be 
revoked if it gets shared with someone who you don’t 
want to have your number.

• It’s a minor feature, but adding contacts on WhatsApp 
can be a pain. At the moment, the service relies on you 
adding a new contact to your phone’s address book, 
which creates an annoying extra step when you just 
want to be able to message someone in WhatsApp 
itself. QR codes are a much more convenient way of 
adding someone if you’re with them in person, although 
it won’t make the process too much easier if you’re 
doing it online.

May 2020



WhatsApp is testing a Search by date feature

• WhatsApp is currently testing a new feature that allows 
to quickly search a message picking a date! WhatsApp 
already supports an in-chat search feature, but it is 
complicated if you want to search a message 
sent/received on a specific day. Using the Search by 
date feature, this will not be a problem!

• WhatsApp will show a date picker if you tap the 
calendar icon, so you can decide the exact day where 
WhatsApp should start to show the search results!

June 2020



WhatsApp finally launches payments, starting in Brazil

• WhatsApp is bringing digital payments to WhatsApp 
users in Brazil. People will be able to send money 
securely or make a purchase from a local business 
without leaving their chat.

• Now in addition to viewing a store’s catalog, customers 
will be able to send payments for products as well. 
Making payments simple can help bring more 
businesses into the digital economy, opening up new 
opportunities for growth.

June 2020



9. Snapchat



Snapchat Signs New Deal with NBC to Air Daily Shows 
Covering the 2020 Tokyo Olympics 

January 2020

• NBC Olympics and Snap inked a renewed pact to 
present coverage of the XXXII Olympic Summer 
Games in Tokyo, as well as the U.S. Olympic 
Team Trials, to Snapchat users in the U.S. 

• The 2020 Olympics partnership encompasses 
four daily original Snapchat Shows produced by 
NBC, exclusively for the platform in vertical-
video orientation, including two highlights shows 
that will be updated in “near real-time. Overall, 
NBC plans to produce more than 70 episodes for 
Snapchat, more than three times the 2018 Winter 
Games.

https://variety.com/t/snap/


Snapchat's 'Bitmoji TV' Launched 

• Snapchat is betting that narcissism drives resonance 
for its new weekly videos that put you and your friends’ 
customizable Bitmoji avatars into a flurry of silly 
animated situations. 

• It’s a style of content only Snapchat could pull off that 
relies on ubiquitous personalized avatars only 
Snapchat owns. The company says 70% of its daily 
active users, or 147 million of its 210 million, have made 
themselves a Bitmoji. Snapchat bought Bitmoji’s parent 
company Bitstrips in 2016 for a steal at $62.5 million, 
and it’s paying off.

January 2020

https://crunchbase.com/organization/bitstrips


Snapchat Launches 'Swipe up to Call' Ads in the US 

• Businesses of all sizes rely on phone calls or 
texts to source new clients, and meet their 
marketing objectives. This is why they 
introduced Swipe Up to Call or Text. 

• Available in Ads Manager, Swipe Up to Call 
or Swipe Up to Text is a new Snapchat ad 
format specifically built to deliver leads, 
conversions, and sales.

February 2020



Snapchat Launches 'Lens Web Builder' to Simplify 
the Creation of AR Lens Campaigns

March 2020

• Lens Web Builder makes it easy to create 
augmented reality (AR) Lens campaigns directly in 
Snapchat’s Ads Manager.

• You can choose from a library of hundreds of 3D 
objects, animations, and effects to build your own 
custom branded AR Lens. You can also upload 
your own 2D assets (such as logos and images) to 
further customize the AR experience. Once you're 
finished, you can select your Lenses in the Creative 
Library of Ads Manager when launching 
campaigns.



Snapchat has rolled out a Covid-19 Myth Busting trivia 
game with interactive filter over the selfie-facing camera 
view 

• If you're unsure about a coronavirus-related 
question, the best place to go is an official health 
agency website, like the CDC's coronavirus FAQ 
page, or the World Health Organization's "myth 
busters" portal.

• But if you're just looking to test your knowledge and 
bone up on Covid-19 facts, you can now do so with a 
trivia game in your Snapchat app —and the help of an 
animated coronavirus molecule.

March 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Snapchat Launches New Premium Ad Options
• Snapchat announced the launch of a new ad 

offering called 'First Commercial', which 
will enable advertisers to own 'the 
influential first commercial a user sees when 
they tune into Snap’s robust suite of shows’.

• With increased audience reach and interest, 
Snap says that its First Commercial ad slot 
will help brands maximize their reach and 
resonance with Snap audiences, essentially 
providing a premium ad spot, more aimed 
at high-end brands.

April 2020



Snapchat Adds Vertical Video Conversion Tool

• Snapchat is also launching a new 
Vertical Video Conversion tool in 
Snap Publisher, which will enable 
advertisers with horizontally-aligned 
assets to easily convert them into 
vertical format.

April 2020



Snapchat launches AR Lens feature to help users join 
efforts to beat coronavirus

• Through the Snapchat camera, Snapchatters
can scan 23 international currency notes across 
33 countries, bringing up an AR visualization of 
how donations support the World Health 
Organization’s immediate response efforts to 
track the spread of COVID-19, ensure patients 
get the care they need, and provide frontline 
workers with critical supplies. Snapchatters
can then easily donate, and encourage friends 
to do the same by sending Snaps of

April 2020

Covid-19 initiated 



Snapchat adds more creators’ analytics

May 2020

• Snapchat updated their verified creator in-
app analytics. You can also see all the replies 
to specific snaps and then add any of those 
replies to your story, they call it “Quoting”. 
The new layout and Quoting has very 
similar functionality to IG Stories’ Q&A.

• This makes replying easy. And less chances 
of users receiving unwanted pictures or 
spam streaks, but still see all the responses.



Snapchat launches dynamic product ads for brands in 
global rollout

June 2020

• Snap has extended a type of automated 
advertising to companies around the globe, in a 
move that aims to make it easier for retailers and 
brands to sell products to relevant consumers via 
the Snapchat app.

• Dynamic Product Ads (DPAs) will allow a 
business to effectively upload its catalog to Snap, 
before products are automatically put into a 
template and then shown to relevant app users. If 
a product’s price or availability changes, the ads 
will automatically update in real time, meaning 
less admin for advertisers.



Snapchat announces new features

June 2020

• Snapchat is getting a navigation bar for the first time. It 
provides easy access to Snap Maps and the company’s 
original video series, raising their profile within the app.

• Snap Maps will begin to display basic information about local 
businesses, including location, address, hours of operation, 
and reviews from TripAdvisor and Foursquare.

• Snap announced dynamic AR lenses in Creative Kit. This 
allows developers to build and integrate with their own app 
in Lens Studio. Camera will be enriched with 3D face 
meshing, skeleton tracking, and AR material programming. 
You can also use the Snapchat camera to “scan” plants and 
dogs. Creators will be able to virtually paint and edit certain 
buildings or landmarks, and those actions will remain visible 
to others within the app.



Snapchat announces new features

June 2020

• Snapchat already has scan tools in partnership with Shazam
(for music) and Amazon (for products), but now, it's looking 
to take that capacity even further, partnering with a range of 
providers to facilitate expanded scan options, including:

• Nutrition Scanner to get a rating on the quality of 
ingredients in many packaged foods 

• Snapchat's also partnering with brands like Louis Vuitton to 
enable scanning of the LV logo to link to AR experiences. 
Snapchat first started experimenting with scannable logos 
with McDonald's and Coca Cola last year.

• In addition to this, Snapchat's also adding a new Voice Scan 
option, which will provide Lens results based on voice 
commands.



Snapchat announces new features

June 2020

• Snapchat finally steps up against TikTok with the
launch of lipsyncable Music Stories.

• Snapchat launches an in-app voice assistant 
powered by SoundHound so you can trigger 
filters.

• You can now submit public snaps to topics such as 
“life hacks” or “oddly satisfying” and browse 
other users’ contributions.

• Snap announced 10 new games for Snapchat’s 
budding games platform. Snap said it had signed 
multiyear deals with Disney, ESPN, 
NBCUniversal, ViacomCBS, the NBA, and the 
NFL to make shows for its Discover tab



Snapchat announces new features

June 2020

• Snapchat's also adding a new 'Topics' option for 
Stories, which will enable users to contribute to 
broader conversations - kind of like hashtags, but
facilitated by stickers instead.

• Snapchat's also adding a new 'Happening Now' 
feature within Discover, which will enable users to 
stay up to date with the latest news and events via 
short, sharp updates.

• Snap's editorial team will also be curating a selection 
of publicly shared Snaps to be displayed within the 
Happening Now listings. Happening Now is 
launching in the US this week.



Snapchat announces Minis, a suite of miniature 
applications

June 2020

• Snapchat mimics China's WeChat with its new 
Minis -- embedded mini-apps for Headspace 
meditations, buying movie tickets via Atom, & 
more. They include an app to coordinate your 
schedule at the next Coachella music festival; a 
mini version of Headspace to meditate and send 
encouraging messages to friends; Movie Tickets by 
Atom for choosing showtimes, picking seats, and 
buying tickets; and Tembo, which lets students 
create flash card decks for studying.

• Minis would help the company extend its reach to 
include e-commerce, with more social shopping 
experiences that let friends browse together.



Snapchat Launches New 'Snap Focus' Advertising 
Education Courses

June 2020

• Snap Focus, is a resource and destination to learn about 
the latest and greatest from Snapchat and the community 
who uses it. This will help advertisers and agencies master 
our platform and stay on top of everything Snapchat 
advertising has to offer.

• Snap Focus is:
- Comprehensive
- Flexible
- Free
• The Snap Focus curriculum features 6 courses that will 

give you a foundational understanding of Snapchat, the 
Snapchat Generation, advertising formats and 
opportunities, how to deploy media and creative 
campaigns in Ads Manager, and creative best practices. 



Snapchat Launches New Shoppable AR 'Try-On' 
Campaign with Gucci Shoes

June 2020

• Snapchat has launched the first campaign using its new 
'Shoppable AR' technology, which it recently announced 
at its 2020 Snap Partner Summit. The initial campaign will 
be an AR shoe 'try-on' filter, created in conjunction with 
Gucci.

• The campaign once again highlights the potential of AR for 
different eCommerce applications. We've already seen AR 
try-on tools for make-up, sunglasses, clothing and even 
homewares, but many of those early applications have 
been limited due to spatial interpretation and ensuring the 
products fit into the right dimensions as displayed on the 
screen. 



10. Pinterest



Pinterest launches its first AR feature 

• A new Pinterest feature will allow users to 
virtually try on products, starting with 
lipstick, before they shop from retailers

• To use the new feature, Pinners will first 
open Pinterest’s smart camera, “Lens,” while 
in Search, then click “Try it” to explore the 
different lipstick shades available. To shop 
the products, you just swipe up.

January 2020

https://crunchbase.com/organization/pinterest


Pinterest Launches Verified Merchant Program for 
Brands That Deliver High Quality Customer Service

• As consumers shift their spending to online channels, 
brands should inspire Pinners and create a shopping 
experience that feels more like “real life.”

• People have always used Pinterest for shopping 
inspiration, and it’s been a priority of ours to surface 
the best products from retailers to people who are 
ready to shop at the right time. Because Pinners 
come to Pinterest in search of inspiration (and not 
necessarily with specific products in mind), and also 
welcome content from brands, our interests are 
aligned across the board. 

March 2020



Pinterest Adds New 'Today' Discovery Listing to Highlight 
Trending Ideas and Inspiration

• People need ideas today. So Pinterest introduced the 
Today tab,  a source of daily inspiration with curated 
topics and trending Pins that makes it easy to explore 
popular and timely ideas. Topics like hand washing 
during the coronavirus epidemic were also included. 

• In addition, we’re also showing inspiration in categories 
that are particularly popular right now like kid-friendly 
baking ideas, self-care tips, family-favorite movies and 
comfort food recipes. 

Covid-19 initiated 

March 2020



Pinterest boosts ability to ‘Shop’ for in-stock home decor 
and fashion products

• A new “Shop” tab will appear on Search and on 
boards to help users find in-stock products 
from retailers. The new feature rolled out in 
April and includes price and brand filters. The 
Shop tab on boards will show products from or 
inspired by the Pins users have saved to their 
home decor or fashion boards.

April 2020



Pinterest launches partnership with Shopify

May 2020

• Pinterest launched a new app with Shopify that gives 
their more than one million merchants a quick way to 
upload catalogs to Pinterest and turn their products into 
shoppable Product Pins, in just a few clicks. It will give 
more than one million merchants a quick way to upload 
catalogs to Pinterest and turn their products into 
shoppable Product Pins, in just a few clicks.

• The Pinterest app on Shopify includes a suite of 
shopping features like tag installation, catalog ingestion, 
automatic daily updating of products, and an ads buying 
interface. For Shopify merchants, this means easy set up 
and access to distribution across Pinterest with or 
without ads, as well as reporting and results tracking to 
maximize reach.



Pinterest Adds New Organization Tools to Boards to 
Assist in Planning

May 2020

• With increases in the creation of boards focused on 
virtual activities* (+50% from March to April), virtual 
learning and virtual baby showers, for instance, we 
want to make board organization easier than ever, so 
Pinners can take action on the ideas they find. 

• Now there is the ability to add notes within boards to 
list out ingredients or tasks for a project, as well as 
adding dates to boards to keep tabs on projects and 
receive timely recommendations, new automatic 
grouping of Pins into sections to organize ideas into 
themes, and new suggested board section templates.



Pinterest Launches Updated Business Community to 
Facilitate Connection Between Business Owners

May 2020

• Pinterest has announced the launch of its updated Pinterest 
Business Community platform, which aims to facilitate 
discussion about Pinterest tactics, and other business tips.

• The platform includes links to both help and advice guides to 
help maximize your Pin presence. It also includes case 
studies on successful Pin campaigns, and a community 
notice board where you can contribute to Pin-related 
discussion.

• You can sign-up to contribute with your Pinterest business 
profile - follow the links through, log into Pinterest, and you 
can then customize your avatar and dive into the 
conversation.



Pinterest launches Pin boards to make app use more 
effective

May 2020

• People will be now be able to organize their photo 
collections more effectively through digital Pin boards to 
display recipes and activities in an easier to view way. The 
features are available for iOS and Android apps.

• Consequently, people will be able to add “board notes” 
which provide even more information on individual Pins. 
This is useful for recipes, for example, to provide additional 
context and instructions.

• Pinners can also use the notes to write events and reminders 
and add photos or additional notes to their projects.



Pinterest is making a push for shoppable content with 
Shopable Spotlights

May 2020

• The social media platform is rolling out a new feature, 
Shopping Spotlights, that allows users to purchase curations 
by guest editors, including influencers and publishers. An 
entirely new feature called shopping spotlights that bring the 
expert recommendations of influential fashion and home 
tastemakers as well as publishers directly to you.

• In addition to editors’ picks, you will be able to easily shop 
curated ideas based on current Pinterest trends. 

• Each week Pinterest will add a new guest editor to Shopping 
Spotlights. The guest editors will not make commissions 
from sales of the products they feature.



Pinterest Publishes New Guide to Standout Video 
Techniques

May 2020

• The Pinterest feed is competitive by design. Unlike a typical 
single-column feed, it delivers four to five Pins on mobile at a 
time to maximize inspiration. To capture Pinners’ attention, 
it’s important to create ideas that aren’t just relevant and 
useful, but also visually playful. 

• Playing with perspective, white space, color, movement, 
motion and depth to make your ideas feel alive and of the 
moment. When you nail it, you'll reach through the feed and 
shatter expectations of what people thought they'd see on 
Pinterest. 



Pinterest adds new ‘see it, snap it, buy it’ feature

June 2020

• Pinterest is back on its shopping flex with a new “Shop” tab 
in Lens camera search results. 

• Now, you’ll be able to tap the camera in search bar, snap or 
upload a photo and then see the Shop tab with a feed of Pins 
based on products identified in that image. The Shop tab in 
Lens is the latest in a long line of features designed to make 
shopping on the platform easier.

• While the camera was originally intended to help shoppers 
find matching products to those they saw in real-world 
stores and elsewhere while out and about, Pinterest suggests 
that consumers can now use the feature to find matches to 
products without leaving their house.



Pinterest has begun testing a new version of stories, called 
Story Pins, with US creators

June 2020

• Pinterest is experimenting with a feature called “Story 
Pins,” which allowed creators to share their ideas in a 
Stories-like format.

• These Story Pins could contain multiple pages of text, 
images, video and links, but the new format never 
launched to the public.

• Pinterest Stories Pins are designed as clickable 
content focused on sharing ideas.



11. Misc



Tinder adds a panic button for dates that go wrong 

• Tinder is following in Uber's lead in adding in-app 
safety features for dates that become unsafe.

• The dating app is adding new safety features, 
including a panic button that alerts safety 
authorities if something goes wrong during a date. 
Tinder has also added the ability to check-in, 
telling friends where the daters are.

• The tools will be powered by Noonlight, a safety 
platform that Tinder made an investment in.

January 2020



Vimeo launches video creation platform for marketers 

• Vimeo Create, the video-making tool we rolled out in 
beta earlier this year, is officially available on 
desktop, Android, and iOS apps. It’s out, it’s in the 
wild, and it’s ready for you to make high-impact 
social videos in minutes.

• This fast, simple solution gives you exactly what you 
need to deploy impactful social videos for whatever 
you need. Think: Stories, ads, customer engagement, 
and beyond. Oh, and it’s actually easy to make great 
videos, as often as you want, wherever you are. And 
publish them across all of your social channels, right 
from the Vimeo platform. 

January 2020



Netflix nabs exclusive Pokémon episodes in latest move 
to dominate children’s television

Now, Netflix is planting another flag in the ground with a 
new exclusive deal, making all future episodes 
of Pokémon exclusive to its platform in the US.
The new deal means the first 12 episodes of Pokémon 
Journeys: The Series, the 23rd season of the iconic anime 
franchise, will be available to stream on Netflix starting 
June 12th, 2020. Future episodes will be added to Netflix 
every quarter for the rest of the season, according to the 
company. The Pokémon Company International has 
struck other deals with broadcasters around the world, 
but in the US, Pokémon is about to become a streaming 
exclusive.

April 2020



Apple expands Music, Store, and Podcasts internationally

• Apple announced that starting today, even more 
customers around the world can enjoy many of 
Apple’s most popular Services.

• “We’re delighted to bring many of Apple’s most 
beloved Services to users in more countries than 
ever before,” said Oliver Schusser, Apple’s vice 
president of Apple Music and International 
Content. “We hope our customers can discover 
their new favorite apps, games, music, and 
podcasts as we continue to celebrate the world’s 
best creators, artists, and developers.”

April 2020



Twitch launches an esports directory

• This new directory puts all of the esports content on 
Twitch in one central place. 

• Tune in to watch live events, catch up on past matches, 
discover new esports channels, and learn from the best 
pro players. 

• The experience is tailored to make it easier for you to 
find the games and events you’re most interested in and 
help discover content you might like, but didn’t even 
know about. 

May 2020



Tinder will launch in-app video chats later this year

May 2020

• Tinder is going to launch its own in-app, one-on-one 
video chats later this year. This would be one of the 
largest feature introductions for the brand, and an 
especially impressive undertaking considering Tinder 
has millions of users, and video calls can be places ripe 
for abuse. 

• Harassment and abuse could be difficult to screen for on 
video, as opposed to text-based messaging. But 
presumably, the team is either building its own offensive 
image detection system or looking to a third party to 
provide one. Users will also have to get used to the idea 
of swiping and then chatting with people over video 
rather than just screening their dates in person.



Tinder says it’ll allow people to get rid of their geography 
filters completely

May 2020

• Tinder no longer sees physical closeness as a necessity 
for dating. The company announced that it’ll soon be 
testing Global Mode, a new option for daters to opt in 
to that’ll allow their profiles to show up around the 
world, regardless of where they live. They’ll also be able 
to view and match with people who live in other 
countries.

• The feature sounds similar to, but is different from, 
Tinder’s paid option called Passport, which lets people 
select a location and swipe in that place. 



Tumblr now removes reblogs in violation of its hate 
speech policy, not just the original posts

• Tumblr is making a change to how it deals with hate 
speech on its blogging platform. The company 
announced it will also remove the reblogs (repostings) 
from any blogs that were suspended for violating its 
policies around hate speech.

• When asked if it did, in fact, remove reblogs of an 
educational nature, Tumblr said it used human 
moderators to determine which content was in 
violation and which was not. Any blogs containing 
“productive counter-conversations” or “educational 
blogs” were not removed as part of this process.

May 2020



Apple will reportedly record news stories and include the 
audio in News Plus

May 2020

• Apple is reportedly asking publishers for permission to 
record audio of their stories to include in its News Plus 
app. The publication says it spoke with four publishers 
that heard the offer. Apple would cover the costs of 
production and compensate publishers similarly to 
how it does for written articles: 50% of subscriber 
revenue goes to publishers based on how much time 
subscribers spent with publishers’ content in a 30-day 
period.

• Apple has been rumored to be looking into creating its 
own audio content for months now — although, in that 
case, people thought it would involve the company 
creating its own podcasts.



Quora is working on Rich Text Editor for comments for 
web

May 2020

• Similar to the question and answer part of the website, 
the blog posts will be categorized into over 300,000 
relevant topics. These different topics are/will be 
followed by users of the site who will, as a result, be 
able to then read the blog posts.

• Rich-text editor has also come for the iPhone due to an 
update that the company has now launched.

• Richard Henry of Quora wrote that: “the new editor 
includes bold/italics/underline, lists, numbered lists, 
links, inline photos uploaded from the camera roll or 
saved from the web, and blockquotes



Microsoft's new AI can generate smart to-do lists from 
your emails

May 2020

• Smart To-Do is an AI feature that scans your outgoing
emails for actionable text and turns your self-given
tasks into items on an automatically generated to-do
list.



iOS 14 may have a new AR app that can read Apple-
branded QR codes

May 2020

• Apple is embracing the camera as a utility with a new
augmented reality app called Gobi and new AR
features in its Find My app.

• A source has provided me with a dump of leaked files
from iOS 14, expected later this year.

• They reveal Apple-branded QR codes with a colorful
new format, a preview of Gobi’s Starbucks
partnership, and how Find My will use sound & haptic
feedback to point you in the direction of your missing
device.



Apple celebrates Pride with new Apple Watch bands and 
watchfaces

May 2020

• Apple has released two new colorful watch bands and
faces to commemorate Pride month in June.

• One Apple Watch Pride band features a light-colored
rainbow striped across the entire strap. The other band
is a twist on the existing Nike Sport Band: it’s a white
band with rainbow colors located inside the holes of
the band. Both bands are available for purchase on
Apple’s website and cost $49 each.

• The watch bands also received new Pride-themed
faces to match.



US Time spent on Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook in 
April exceeds forecast

May 2020

• Social media usage increased sharply in April as stay-at-home orders remained the
norm, surpassing expectations originally predicted in November 2019. Research firm
eMarketer released revised estimates for usage on Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook
this week. Its previous forecast pegged time-spent on social would increase by only 6
seconds in 2020. In this latest forecast, the time spent on social is expected to increase by
nearly 7 minutes over last year.

• If that bears out, it will be the first year of positive growth in time spent among U.S.
social users since 2017. The bonus for marketers during this time is that ad rates are still
relatively depressed with many businesses having paused their campaigns.



User time spent on Instagram and Snapchat growing 
faster than on Facebook

May 2020

• Instagram and Snapchat are forecast to grow more substantially in 2020 compared to social
network Facebook due to increased engagement during the coronavirus pandemic lockdowns.

• According to eMarketer, US adults will spend around 1 hour and 22 minutes daily using the
social media apps. That’s seven minutes more than in 2019.

• Instagram is seeing some of the most notable growth at a 14% boost compared to 2019 to an
average 30 minutes per day.



Telegram adds new video editing tools, easier ways to find 
GIFs, and more

June 2020

• Telegram is upgrading the media editor with support for
animated stickers and editing videos.

• The new features releases are:
- enhance video quality automatically in two taps,
- perfect paintbrush precision,
- add animated stickers to any photo or video,
- a new Trending section and emoji-based tabs,
- improved loading times for GIFs in the panel,
- Flexible Folders,
- new smooth animations & improved the video player



Pandora will tell podcast hosts where their listeners live 
and how long they listen

June 2020

• Pandora is giving podcast hosts more information about
the listeners they reach on its platform starting today.
The company just announced its new Podcast Analytics
feature with the goal of giving podcasters more data
about their listeners, like where they live, how long they
listen to each episode, and the number of thumbs up or
thumbs down their show receives. For access to their
analytics, podcasters have to sign up for Pandora For
Podcasters, which is free but requires podcasters to
submit their show’s RSS feed.



Twitch launches its own free broadcasting software for 
Mac users

June 2020

• Twitch rolled out a beta build of Twitch Studio — a free,
straightforward broadcasting app meant to be the first
step for anyone curious about streaming on the service



Apple has announced iOS 14 at WWDC 2020 -1

June 2020

• Revised home screen with a bold new tool called App
Library and the ability to put dynamic widgets on the
home screen (Search bar, Suggestions, Recently Added
Apps & Intelligent Curated Categories)

• Widgets: different sizes, easily placed on screen
• Apple brings Picture-in-Picture to the iPhone in iOS 14
• There are new capabilities for Siri, including a Google

Translate-like app for live conversational translations,
as well as a huge library of answers that Siri can answer

• Messages can be pinned and there are more looks for
Memoji customizations

• Group conversations have been enriched with inline
replies, mentions and been notified only when you are
mentioned. In addition you can create a unique personal
identity for the group



Apple has announced iOS 14 at WWDC 2020 -2

June 2020

• Maps, too, has new features, such as cycling navigation
for more cities, and EV routing to alleviate worries
about running out of juice en route.

• Car Play: you can leave your keys at home and you can
start your car with your iphone

• App Clips: a small part of an app so as to get what you
need right just when you need it



Reddit Updates Policies Around Hate Speech

June 2020

• Reddit CEO Steve Huffman responded, saying that
the platform would answer with actions, rather than
words. And today, Reddit has outlined a range of
updates to its content policy, which will more
explicitly address hate speech and offensive behavior
- and will see more than 2,000 subreddits
immediately banned as a result.

• Reddit says that most of the subreddits that will
banned as a result are already inactive, but one in
particular, r/The_Donald, is a popular, and highly
active network for supporters of US President
Donald Trump.
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